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Abstract

Structures in nuclear power plants may be exposed to aggressive environmental effects
that cause their strength to decrease over an extended period of service. A major concern
in evaluating the continued service of such structures is to ensure that in their current
condition they are able to withstand future extreme load events during the intended
service life with a level of reliability sufficient for public safety. This report describes
a methodology to facilitate quantitative assessments of current and future structural
reliability and performance of structures in nuclear power plants. This methodology
takes into account the nature of past and future loads, and randomness in strength and in
degradation resulting from environmental factors. An adaptive Monte Carlo simulation
procedure is used to evaluate time-dependent system reliability. The methodology is
applied to concrete structures for illustrative purposes. The time-dependent reliability
is sensitive to the time-varying load characteristics and to the choice of initial strength
and strength degradation models but not to correlation in component strengths within a

system. Identifying the critical components in the system before performing the system
reliability analysis enables the size of the analysis to be reduced.

The evaluation of time-dependent reliability and degradation of concrete structures

provides a basis for selecting appropriate periods for continued service and/or for deter-
mining optimum intervals and extent of inspection and maintenance. Inspection/main-
tenance strategies are identified that minimize the expected future cost of keeping the
failure probability of a structure at or below an established target failure probability
during its anticipated service period.
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Glossary

C = damage growth rate;

Cf = expected losses due to failure of a structure given failure occurs;
C_n, = cost of inspection;

Crep = cost of repair;
CT = total cost of a structure;

D = dead load;

D,_ -- nominal dead load;

d(z) = detectability function;
E = earthquake load;

E,, = safe shut-down earthquake load;

F(t) - cumulative distribution function (cdf) of time to failure, T; "

Ft(t) = compressive strength of concrete at time t;

Fs(z) = cdf of lo_d intensity;

Fx( ) = cdfof X;
F} = prior cdf of damage intensity;

F_ = posterior cdf of damage intensity;

f_ = specified compressive strength of concrete at 28 or 90 days;

fR0(r) = probability density function (pdf) of initial structural capacity;

ft - tensile strength of concrete;

fu = tensile strength of steel tendon;

fx(z) = pdfofX;

f_ = prior pdf of damage intensity;

f_ = posterior pdf of damage intensity;

fy = specified yield strength of reinforcing bar;

G(t) = time-dependent degradation function (random function);

g(t) = time-dependent degradation function (deterministic function);

gi(t) - degradation function of ith component;

h(t) = hazard function;

to.
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hy = importance sampling function;

L = live load;

L(t) = reliability function of a component;

Ln = nominal live load;

Ls(t) = reliability function of a system;

m = number of inspection/repair operations during the life time of a structure;

N(t) = number of load events that occur within the interval (O,t);

P[e] = probability of event in brackets;

P = accidental pressure load;

Pa = nominal accidental pressure load;

Pf = failure probability;

P_ = established target failure probability;
q = load combination;

R(t) = structural capacity at time t;

Ro = initial structural capacity;

R,_ = nominal initial structural capacity;

Rc = corrosion rate;

. Sj = overall structural action due to the jth load event;
T = random time to failure;

T = nominal accidental temperature;

TI = damage initiation time (random variable;

Ti = time at which ith load event occurs;

t£ - service life of a structure;

tp_ = time at which ith partial inspection/repair is carried out;

tri = time at which ith full inspection/repair is carried out;

Vx = coefficient of variation (c.o.v.) of X;

Wl = random variable uniformly distributed in (0, tL);

X(t) = damage intensity at time t;

)( = estimator of X;

x_ = critical value of damage for partial inspection;

xth = minimum detectable value of damage;

= mean rate of occurrence of load events;

xiv



p --- correlation coefficient between initial structural capacities in a system

(Chapter 5),;

p = reinforcement ratio (Chapter 6);

#x = meanofX;

v(w) = damage initiation rate;

_(o) = standard normal distribution function;

_rx = standard deviation of X;
r = mean duration of load events.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I.I Background

Engineereasystemsare subjectto a phenomenon known as aging,referringto time-
dependentchangesthatmay impact theabilityofthe systemto withstandvariousde-
mands from operation,theenvironment,and accidents.Vora,etal,(1991)defineaging
as cumulativechangesin a systemovertime from naturalinternalprocesses,external
factors,servicewear,excessivetesting,and improperinstallationand use.In reinforced
concretestructures,forexample,theengineeringpropertiesofconcretechangeoveran
extendedservicelifefrom thespecifiedpropertiesused as thebasisforstructuraldesign
calculations.Some of thesechangesmay be beneficialto performance,e.g.,concrete
strengthmay increaseby a factoroftwo or more overa periodof25 yearsifitispro-
tectedfrom adverseenvironmentaleffects(Washa and Wendt, 1975;Washa, _tal,1989).
There are,however,many environmentalfactorsthatcan causedeleteriouschangesin
constructionmaterials(Tuutti,1982;Cliftonand Knab, 1989).In reinforcedconcrete
structures,thehighdensityofcarbondioxideinindustrialareaspenstratestheconcrete
coveron the reinforcementand may leadtothe initiationofcorrosion,resultingincon-
cretecrackingand a reductionof structuralcapacity.Sulfatesin certainsoilsattack
concreteincontactwiththesoftand resultin crackingand,inseverecases,concretedis-
integration.Thus,thestructuralresistanceisactuallytime-dependentand may decrease
with time,causingtheriskofstructuralfailureto accelerate.

Facilitylifeextensionisassuminggreaterimportanceinmany areasdue to_hecurrent
economicclimate(CERF, 1991;ASME, 1992).In particular,duringthenext 15 years,
theoperatinglicensesfora number ofnuclearpower plants(NPPs) intheUnitedStates
willexpire.Faced with the prospectofhavingto replacethelostgeneratingcapacity
from othersourcesand substantialshutdown and decommissioningcost,many utilities
areexpectedto seekrenewalsoftheiroperatinglicenses.Continuedserviceofa 1000-
MW plant for an additional 20 years may result in a present worth saving of perhaps
$1 billion per plant (Jaske and Shah, 1990). NRC's Structural Aging Program is being

- conductedtoevaluatethereliabilityofconcretestructuresinNPPs forcontinuedservice



(Naus, et al, 1989).

As a part of the license renewal process, as presently constituted (July 1993), a NPP
owner/operator will, in general, provide evidence that the safety-related systems in the
plant have not degraded during its previous service history to the point where public
health and safety might be endangered by significant environmental or abnormal oper-
ating challenges during the license extension period. This evidence would include data
on initial NPP design and construction parameters, operating history, an assessment
of current condition, and projected performance during the license extension period re-
quested. While qualitative decision guidelines related to these factors are available for
some engineered systems, quantitative methodologies to support license extension appli-
cations, their evaluation and regulatory rule-making are currently in a rudimentary stage
of development (Naus, 1986; Ellingwood and Mori, 1992). Thus, there is some urgency
in developing the methodology needed to support the evaluation of license extension
applications.

A major concern in evaluating NPP structures for continued service is in ensuring
that their capacity to withstand extreme events has not degraded due to structural aging
during their previous service history. Although properly designed and maintained struc-
tures normally perform well over an extended period of time, the design margins of safety
are assumed to remain relatively constant for the entire life of a structure (Somerville,
1986; Vesikari, 1988), typically 50 to 100 years or more. Structural performance in ser-
vice is ensured by the inherently conservative nature of design. There is no presumption
in code development that periodic inspection, maintenance and repair are carried out.

Much of the focus in research on the impact of aging on NPP structures has been
on mechanical/electrical components. Unlike structures, they are easily replaced with
a minimum disruption of facility operation if they wear out. Test data are available
for modeling their degradation. Structures, in contrast, are passive. Their degradation
may not be noticeable until failure is impending. Moreover, structural components are
practically impossible to replace without taking the facility out of service for an extended
time. Despite the import._uce of structures to plant safety, only limited data are available
to evaluate their performance in service.

Current codes of practice for civil structures (e.g., ACI Standard 318, ACI Standard
349) take into account the uncertain nature of resistance and loads only in a subjec-
tive way. However, the safety problem in structural engineering can be treated more
rationally with probabilistic methods. These methods provide basic tools for evaluat-
ing structural safety quantitatively (Melchers, 1987). Uncertainties in loads, material
properties, and construction practice, which have been traditionally dealt with by em-
pirical safety factors, can be taken into account explicitly and consistently in probabilistic
safety assessment. Such methods have been used to develop a first-generation of limit
state design codes, in which the safety checks are associated with a _pecified limit state
probability or reliability (EUingwood, et al, 1982; Galambos, et al, 1982; Hwang, et al,
1987). However, neither existing nor proposed limit states design codes explicitly address
strength degradation due to aging.

Time-dependent aging of a structure must be taken into account to evaluate reliability
during its service life. Few reliability analyses have been performed of concrete structures



in which the time-dependentchangein resistanceistakenintoaccount.Siemes,et al
(1985)and Vesikari(1988)presentedsome examplesto evaluatethe failureprobability
of concretestructureswithdeteriorationcausedby corrosionofreinforcement.In these
studies,thelimitstateofthestructurewas definedaseitherthe spaUingoftheconcrete
coverortheappearanceofsurficialcracks.However,theprobabilityofstructuralfailure
under a random sequenceofloadswas not considered.

Reliability-basedmethods forassessingthe currentconditionand futuresafetyof
concretestructuresinNPPs shouldtakeintoaccountthe stochasticnatureofpastand
futureloads,randomnessin strength,and uncertaintyin materialchangesdue toaging
and possibledegradation,mechanisticmodelsused topredicttime-dependentstructural
behavior,and inspectionand nondestructiveevaluationtechniques.Recently,methods
have been developedto perform theseassessments(Ellingwoodand Mori, 1992;Mori,
1992).Thesemethods can be usedto answerthefollowingquestionsor atleasttoframe
the questionsina logicalway:

1. Which agingfactorsareparticularlysignificantforconcretestructuresintermsof
theirfuturereliability?

2. To what extenthastheoriginalstrengthofthestructuredegradedovertime? What
would be the servicelifeofa concretestructurein an aggressiveenvironment?

3. What istheresiduallifeor strengthofthestructure,and how woulditrespondto
a design-basisevent?

4. Which nondestructiveevaluationtechniquesorin situstrengthmeasurementsare
most usefulfordemonstratingreliabilityof an existingstructure?

5. What sortofinspectionproceduresand samplingplansshouldbe implementedto
providetheneededassuranceofreliability?

6. What repairtechniquesaremost effectiveinextendinguseablelifeand enhancing
reliability?

Costsofinspectionand repairmay be a significantpartoftheoveralllifetimecostofa
structure.These costsshouldbe balancedby thebenefitstobe gained,both ineconomic
and reliabilityterms.There aretradeoffsbetweentheextentand accuracyofinspection,
requiredlevelof reliability,and cost.One couldenvisiontwo alternatives:relatively
frequentbut cursoryinspectionsor infrequent,comprehensiveinspections.Reliability-
based conditionassessmentand lifepredictionmethodologiesshouldprovideguidanceto
scheduletheroutineinspection/maintenance,ifnecessary,tokeepthefailureprobability
of the structureatorbelow an establishedtargetprobabilityduringitsservicelife.

1.2 The Structural Aging Program

The structuralagingprogram (SAG) isbeingconductedunder the sponsorshipofthe
USNRC by Oak Ridge NationalLaboratory.The principalobjectivesofthe Structural



Aging Program (SAG) are to (1) develop criteria to ensure that degradation of plant
components and structures does not endanger public health and safety, and (2) provide
a technical basis for criteria and guidelines for license review and extension. In support
of these objectives, the following issues are being addressed:

• Which components and structures are susceptible to detrimental aging effects?
Which of these could be replaced and which are irreplaceable?

• What are the significant degradation mechanisms? Can they be modeled mathe-
matically and how?

• What criteria and supporting evidence are necessary for license extension evalua-
tions?

• What sort of inspection/maintenance programs will be necessary to ensure accept-
able in-service performance?

The main tasks being conducted as part of the SAG are summarized in Figure 1.1t.

1.3 Research Objectives and Scope

This research is in support of Task S.4 of the Structural Aging Program. Task S.4 is
summarized in Figure 1.2. The goal of this task is to develop a set of probability-based
tools to facilitate quantitative assessments of current and future structural reliability and
performance of concrete structures. This goal is supported by the following objectives:

1. Identify predictive models that enable the change in strength of concrete structures
over time to be evaluated in terms of initial conditions, service load history, and
aggressive environmental factors.

2. Formulate probabilistic methods to predict the structural reliability of existing
concrete structures during their service lives, taking into account initial conditions
of the structure, service history, and structural aging.

3. Develop methods to identify optimum inspection/maintenance strategies which
minimize the expected lifetime cost of the structure and ensure that the structure
has a sufficient level of reliability for public safety during a prescribed service life.

In previous work (Ellingwood and Mori, 1992), degradation mechanisms affecting the
strength of reinforced concrete structures in NPPs were identified and their potential for
impacting time-dependent strength was described. Basic statistical data on structural
loads and strengths were compiled. Concepts of time-dependent reliability analysis were

tTables and Figures foreach chapterare collected at the end of the chapter of this report.



introducedand illustratedwithsimplecomponents.Finally,theroleplayedby in-service

inspectioninmaintainingreliabilityatoraboveadesiredlevelwas described.Thisreport
completesthedevelopmentoftime-dependentreliabilitymethods forstructuralsystems,
performsan analysistoindicatesensitivityofreliabilitytodataqualityand variousmod-
elingassumptions,and describesa procedurefordeterminingoptimalinspection/repair
policiesforreliabilityassurance.

1.4 Outline of Study

Thisreportisorganizedintosevenchapterswithtablesand figuresappearingattheend
ofeachchapter.Two addenda areattachedto Chapter5 providingdetailsofderivations.

In Chapter2,common degradationmechanismsaffectingconcreteand reinforcement
arereviewed,with particularattentionto mathematicalmodels thatcouldbe used in

predictingstochasticdeteriorationinstructuralstrength.Mechanisms areidentifiedthat
may c'.'usestrengthdegradationina concretemember thatmay not be apparentfrom a
cursoryvisualinspection.

Chapter 3 reviewsthe data thatare availableto describestatisticallyloadsacting
on concretestructuresand components and the structuralresistancein common limit
states.Many ofthesedataweredeterminedinpreviousresearchtodevelopprobability-
based designrequirementsforordinarybuildingstructuresand forconcretestructures
in nuclearpower plants(EUingwood,etal,1982;Galambos, etal,1982;Hwang, etal,
19s7).

Chapter 4 presentsthe basicreliabilityanalysisconceptsand methods fortime-
dependentreliabilityassessment.The basic(undegraded)strengthmodelspresentedin
Chapter 3 arecombined with the degradationrelationshipsin Chapter 2 to determine
the probabilitydistributionof strengthas a functionof time. This time-dependent
strengthmodel isconvolvedwith the stochasticload models to determinelimitstate
probabilities and hazard functions (conditional failure rates) for a period of 60 years.
Time-dependent reliability of a component subjected to more than one load process is
also addressed, nlustrations of the time-dependent reliability analysis are presented using

idealized strength degradation models. Statistical data describing loads and resistance
for concrete structures in nuclear power plants are used for illustrative purposes in this
chapter as well as in the subsequent chapters.

In Chapter 5, the methods for evaluating the time-dependent reliability of single
components are extended to systems of components in order to evaluate the reliability
of a structure. Because of the complexity of the problem, ei_cient Monte Carlo methods
are developed to perform the multivariate reliability analyses.

The role of in-service inspection (ISI) and maintenance in maintaining reliability is
addressed in Chapter 6. The strength reduction of a component is evaluated taking the
effectiveness of inspection/maintenance into account. The probability of detecting dam-



age of a given size or extent is considered and models of damage initiation and intensity
are introduced to take into account the effect of damages overlooked at an inspection or
detected but not repaired. The effects of in-service inspection and maintenance are in-
corporated in the time-dependent reliability analysis, and are illustrated using idealized
damage detection and repair functions. Inspection/maintenance strategies are identi-
fied that minimize the expected total future cost, while keeping the failure probability
at or below an established target failure probability during the service life of a struc-
ture. The method is illustrated using an one-way slab subjected to corrosion initiated
by carbonation of concrete.

Chapter ? summarizes the main conclusions and makes recommendations for future
study.
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Chapter 2

Time-Dependent Strength of
Concrete Structures in NPPs

2.1 Introduction

The performanceofa structureinserviceisassessedby comparingitsstateofbehavior
to one ofseverallimitstates.When a structureor structuralcomponent becomes unfit
foritsintendedpurpose,itissaidto havereacheda limitstate.In thereliability-based
conditionassessmentmethodologydevelopedsubsequently,structuralperformancein
the presenceofuncertaintyismeasured in terms ofa limitstateprobability.Ultimate
limitstatesrelatetosafetyunderextremeconditions.A concretestructureisconsidered
tohave failedwhen a loadeffect(e.g.,axialforce,moment, shearorsome combination
oftheseeffects)towhichitissubjectedexceedsitsavailablecapacityatthattime.Such
an eventshouldhave a low probabilityofoccurrence.Serviceabilitylimitstatesrelateto
disruptionof functionunder conditionsofnormal usage.Excessivedeflectionsor crack
widthsunder normal serviceloadsareexamplesofserviceabilitylimitstatesin concrete
structures.

The service life of reinforced or prestressed concrete structural components and sys-
tems is dependent on how the material properties, and thus structural resistance, change
over time. Such changes are brought about by naturally occurring chemical and physical
processes, external environmental factors, excessive loads during testing, environmental
or accidental events, wear during service operation, and improper use and maintenance.
Aging and durability issues introduce the time factor into limit states design. One cannot
deal with durability issues rationally without introducing the notion of design or service
life (Somerville, 1986). The limit state probability must be determined with respect to
a service life in order to be useful as a decision variable. The service life is defined as

that period during which the structure is able to withstand all loads safely. A design
service life (or maintenance interval) is that period during which the probability of the
structure performing its intended functions is acceptable.
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Concrete that has been properly designed, mixed, placed and cured increases in
strength well beyond its specified compression strength at 28 or 90-days, fc_, used as a
basis for design, provided that water is available for continuous hydration (V_rasha and
Wendt, 1975). It is not uncommon for concrete strength to increase by a factor of 2
or n_re over 50 years if it is protected from aggressive environments. The increase in
concrete strength as a function of time, ft(t), can be modeled as,

t

lo(t)= + .t" (2.1)

inwhichtisindays,and a and _ areconstants.ForType IIcement,a = 8 and _ = 0.67
(ACI SP-27,1971).This model isbased on experimentaldataup to1 year.

Experimentsconductedovera periodof50 years(Washa and Wendt, 1975;Washa,
et al,1989)show thatthe increasein compressivestrengthisroughlyproportionalto
the logarithmof the age duringthefu'st10 to 50 yearsand the strengthchangesvery
littlethereafter.Thus,ft(t)can be modeled as,

l a+#lnt t < tM

fc(t)/fc2, = (2.2)
a +_lntM t > tM

in which fc2a is the 28-day compressive strength, t is in days, and age to maturity tM
depends on the chemical composition of concrete. For concrete made with relatively
low C2S, which contributes the long-term strength of concrete, tM _ 10 years, and
fc(tM)/fc_,= 1.67yieldinga = 0.541and _ = 0.138.The coef_cientofvariation(c.o.v.)
forthe50-yearcompressivestrengthfora givensetofvariablesislow,varyingbetween
5 and 10 %. High qualityconcretewithlow permeabilitymay maintainitsintegrityand
havea servicelifeofseveralhundredyearsiftheconditionstowhich itisexposedarenot

severe(Somerville,1986).However,environmentallyaggressiveconditionsmay limitthe
above increasesor causelc(t)to decreaseovera serviceperiod(Ellingwoodand Mori,
 992).

2.2 Degradation Mechanisms

Time-dependentreliabilityanalysisand servicelifepredictionsforreinforcedconcrete
structuresrequiretime-dependentstochasticmodels ofthestructuralstrength.In con-
cept,stochasticstrengthmodels canbe derivedfrom:(1)mathematicalmodels describ-
ingtheeffectsofthe agingprocessresultingfrom serviceand environmentalfactorson
steeland concretematerialsand component geometry;(2)acceleratedlifetesting;or

(3)a combinationof the two. At the currentstateof the art,theseeffectsareoften
known qualitatively;however,quantitativemodels thatdescribe_naterialdegradation
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processes often are empirical in nature (Clifton and Knab, 1989; Clifton, 1991). The
service life determinations often require that these models be extrapolated outside the
range of experimental data. Deterioration for several common degradation mechanisms
is illustrated qualitatively by the models in Figure 2.1.

Degradation mec2tanisms for concrete buildings, bridges, and structures in nuclear
power plants (NPPs) have been summarized elsewhere (ACI, 1985; Naus, 1986; Shah and
MacDonald, 1988; Hookham, 1991; Ellingwood and Mori, 1992). In prestressed concrete
structures, the prestressing system appears to be most vulnerable to degradation, while
in ordinary reinforced concrete structures, corrosion of the reinforcement appears most
important. Environmental factors and degradation mechanisms that are most impor-
tant in determining the service life of concrete structures are summarized in Table 2.1.
Degradation mechanisms may occur in combination. However, the necessary data to
consider such dependencies do not exist (Clifton and Knab, 1989; Clifton, 1991). Thus,
at the current state of the art, it is necessary to consider their effects independently.

Concrete Deterioration

Attack of concrete by sulfate and acids, alkali-aggregate reactions, leaching and salt
recrystallization, and other modes of chemical, physical or environmental attack may
result in surficial cracking, expansive internal reactions, or both, that lead to internal
disintegration of the concrete and loss of load-carrying capacity. Simple relations must
be used to model the effect on concrete of environmental factors in time (Clifton, 1991).
In general, the depth of attack or deterioration, z(t), can be modeled by,

0 ;t<ti

z(t) --- (2.3)
K(t- ;t > tx

in which ti is the induction time required to initiate degradation, t is elapsed time, K is
a rate parameter dependent on the aggressiveness of the environment and characteristics
of the concrete in situ, and a depends on the basic nature of the attack. This kinetic
model is basically empirical in nature, with constants that must be determined by the
nature of the degradation process. If the process is strictly diffusion-controlled, a =1/2;
if the process is strictly rate-controlled, a = 1.

Sulfate attack:

x(t) = Kt'; a > 1 (2.4)

Leaching of calcium hydroxide:

z(t) = Kt (2.5)
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Reinforcement Corrosion

Protection of reinforcement against corrosion involves a physical barrier and a chemical
barrier. The physical barrier is related to the amount of concrete cover and the presence
of cracks. The chemical barrier comes from the alkalinity of portland cement concrete,
which passivates the reinforcement surface and provides a natural barrier against corro-
sion. Tensile forces that develop in the concrete from volume expansion of the corroding
steel cause cracking and subsequent destruction of the concrete cover and a decrease in
structural capacity dependent on the area of reinforcement lost due to corrosion. Cor-
rosion products also can cause deterioration in the bond between reinforcement and
concrete.

Pbnetration of the concrete by atmospheric carbon dioxide reduces the natural alka-
linity of the concrete. When the penetration reaches the reinforcement, it destroys the
passive oxide layer protecting the reinforcement and allows active corrosion to initiate.
Carbonation is basically a diffusion-controlled process. The depth of carbonation, x(t),
is given as,

x(t) = EJi (2.6)

in which t = elapsed time and K = constant dependent on the composition of the concrete
and the concentration of carbon dioxide in the environment. If concrete is sheltered from

rain, K is estimated by (Tuutti, 1982)

K = 26(W/C- 0.3)2 + 1.6 (mm/year) (2.7)

where W/C is the water-cement ratio of the concrete, by weight.

Cracking in concrete components and structures may have little effect on their
strength. However, the carbon dioxide in the air penetrates the concrete more easily
at a crack (Vesikari, 1988), and the initiation period of carbonation decreases dramati-
cally. In this case, the depth of carbonation at a crack is obtained from,

where w is the crack width (mm).

Chloride ions may be present as a result of deicing salts, natural constituents of
certain aggregates, and certain chemical admixtures. The diffusion of chloride ions to
the depth of the reinforcement can be predicted by (Vesikari, 1988; Clifton, 1991),

C _ l_erf ( z )
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in which C - chloride concentration for initiation of corrosion, Cs - surface chloride
content, D - diffusion coefficient for chlorides, and err(e) -- error function. Setting
C equal to the critical concentration for initiation, this equation may be solved for the
initiation time, ti, required to depassivate the surface of the reinforcement. Alternatively
and more simply,

z(t)= Kv_ (2.10)

in which z(t) - depth of chloride ion penetration at time t and K = constant dependent
on the permeability and moisture content of the concrete and concentration of chloride
ions.

Active corrosion begins once the level of carbonation or aggressive ion penetration
has reached the reinforcement. Once active corrosion has initiated, the corrosion rate, rc,
is dependent on the corrosion current, area of anodes, relative humidity and temperature
(Tuutti, 1982). The depth of penetration of active corrosion, z(t), is given as,

=Ro. t (2.11)

If the propagation time is evaluated as the time required for spalling of the concrete
cover, the period of active corrosion, tp, is given as,

tp=ks.c (2.12)

in which c = reinforcementcoverand ks = constant.The totalservicelife,tL,would
thenbe (Vesikari,1988),

tL = tI + tp

= K.c z + ks" c (2.13)

in which tt = time requiredtoinitiateactivecorrosion.In most instances,tp issub-
stantiallylessthan tl.

2.3 Summary

The relations presented in this chapter are used to determine the dependence of structural
strength on time in the reliability analysis. The decrease in component strength as
a function of time is computed directly from z(t). The random nature of the rate
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parameter, K, for each mechanism is considered in modeling the degradation of structural
components later in this study.

Table 2.1: Mechanisms Affecting the Performance of Concrete Structures

Concrete

Aggressive chemical attack from sulfates and acids
Alkali-aggregate reactions
Leaching
Freeze-thaw cycling
Elevated temperature effects
Creep and shrinkage

Deformed Bar Reinforcement
Corrosion

Elevated temperature
Prestressing Reinforcement

Corrosion from carbonation, chloride attack

Elevated temperature
Detensioning
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Chapter 3

Statistical Data on Loads and
Resistance

3.1 Introduction

The conditionassessmentand time-dependentreliabilityanalysisrequireprobabilistic
descriptions_floadsand structuralstrengths.Some ofthe statisticaldataneeded to
supportthismethodology have been collectedas part ofpreviousresearchto develop
probability-baseddesignrequirementsforordinarybuildingconstructionand fornuclear
power plantstructures(Ellingwood,etal,1982;Galambos, et sl,1982;Hwang, et al,
1987).Load and resistancemodels and datz have been analyzedpreviouslyin detail
(Ellingwoodand Mori,1992)and aresumrn_trizedinthischapter.

3.2 Structural Loads

The occurrenceand variationinintensityofa structuralload,X(t),inspaceand intime
ismodeled as a stochasticprocess,ltisconvenientto classifytheseloadsina general
senseaccordingto the way in which they varyin time,as illustratedby the typical
samplefunctionsin Figure3.1.Two setsofprobabilitydensityfunctions(pdf)arealso
shown in Figure3.1;rx(z) describestheintensityoftheloadat any time,whilefz(z)
describesthemaximum loadwithintheintervaloftime(0,t).Permanent loads(Figure
3.1(a))arerandom in intensitybut do not vary significantlyin time. The probabil-
itydensityfunctionoftheloadatany pointintime,rx(z),issufficientto describethe
statisticalcharacteristicsoftheloadprocess,and isidenticaltofz(z).Loads withsignif-
icantvariationintimemay actessentiallycontinuously(Figure3.1(b))orintermittently
(Figure3.1(c)).The probabilitydensityfunctionat any pointintime isinsufficientto

" describetheseloadprocessesstatisticallyor tod,;terminefz(z);informationconcerning

17
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the time-variationoftheloadprocessisrequiredasweil.

A relativelysimplemodel of the overalltemporalvariationin structuralloadsis
providedby assumingthatthe changesinthe loadmagnitude occurin timeaccording
to a Poissonprocess.Under thisassumption,thenumber ofloadchanges,N(t),in the
interval(0,t]aredescribedby theprobabilityfunction,

P[N(t) = n]= (At)'_'exp(-At) .n! , n = 0,1,2,... (3.1)

inwhich P[.]= probabilityoftheeventinthebracketsand theparameterA = mean rate
ofoccurrenceoftheevents.The durationofone loadevent,Tj,alsoisa random variable.
Ifthe eventsoccuraccordingto a Poissonprocesswith parameterA and the loadisa
continuousvariableload(Figure3.1(b)),the durationhas an exponentialdistribution,
with mean valueE[Ti]= I"= 1/A. Ifthe loadisintermittent(X(t)= 0 forsignificant
periodsoftime (Figure3.1(c)),and E[TI]= r, themean occurrencerateisA = p/r,in
which p = probabilitythattheloadisnonzeroat any pointintime.

Ifthe loadintensityvariesnegligiblyorslowlyduringeachloadevent,itseffecton
a structureisessentiallystatic.For reliabilityanalysispurposes,then,the loadinten-
sitycan be treatedas constantduringany event. The actualtime-varyingloadthus
isreplacedwith the sequenceofload pulsesillustratedby the dottedlinesin Figures
3.1(b)and 3.1(c).ltiscustomaryto assume thatthe pulsemagnitudesareidentically
distributedand statisticallyindependentrandom variables,each with cumulativedis-
tributionfunction(cdf),Fx(z). Such a loadprocessisreferredto as a Poissonpulse
process(Larrabeeand Cornell,1981;Pearceand Wen, 1984).The parametersA, r,p
and Fx(z) providea completedescriptionofthemacro-variationoftheloadin time.

Load statisticsusedinthesubsequenttime-dependentreliabilityanalysisaresumma-
rizedin Table3.1.These statisticsarebelievedtobe reasonableand conservative.Only
limiteddataon NPP loadsareavailable;more detaileddescriptionsaregivenelsewhere
(Ellingwoodand Mori,1992;Mori,1992).

3.3 StructuralResistance

The strength,R, of a reinforcedconcretecomponent isdescribedby (Ellingwoodand
Hwang, 1985),

R = B. R,m(X1,X_,...,X,.a) (3.2)

in whichX1, X2,.••arebasicrandom variablesthatdescribeyieldstrengthofreinforce-
ment, compressiveor tensilestrengthofconcrete,and structuralcomponent dimensions
or sectionproperties.The functionR.m(*)describesthe strengthbased on principlesof
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structural mechanics. Modeling assumptions invariably must be made in deriving Rm (.),
and the factor B describes errors introduced by modeling and scaling effects. The prob-
ability distribution of B describes bias and uncertainty that are not explained by the
model Rra(e) when values of all variables Xi are known. The probability distribution of
13 can be assumed to be normal (MacGregor, et al, 1983). A more accurate behavioral
model will lead to a decrease in the variability in B and thus in R.

Probabilitymodels forR usuallymust be determinedfrom the statisticsof theba-
sicvariables,Xi, sinceit seldom isfeasibleto testa sufficientsample of structural
componentsto determinethecumulativedistributionfunction(cdf)ofR directly.Typ-
icalstatisticaldataon materialstrengthsand dimensionsof reinforcedconcretestruc-
turalelementsaresummarized in Table 3.2 (MacGregor,et al,1983;EUingwood and
Hwang, 1985;EUingwood and Mori,1992).The materialstrengthspresentedarebased
on 'Cstatic"ratesofload. Long-term strengthchangesin the concreteor steeldue to
maturityof concrete,environmentalstressors,and possiblecorrosionof reinforcement
arenot reflectedin thesestatistics.When data on the strengthofconcreteor steelcan
be obtainedby limitedin situsamplingas partof a conditionassessmentofa specific
structure,thatdatashouldbe ut._lized.

Typicalmeans and c.o.v,in strengthforreinforcedconcretestructuralelementsare
summarized in Table3.3. These estimateswere obtainedby Monte Carlo simulation
usingthestrengthand dimensionalvariabilitiesinTable3.2.The modeling uncertainty
was describedby a normal distribution,with a mean/_s = 1.05and c.o.v.Vs = 0.06
forflexureand compressionand with #s = 1.15and Vs = 0.15forshear.In allcases,
the nominalflexuralstrengthforconcretestructuralmembers, Mu, the nominalshear
strength,Vu and thenominalaxialstrength/_,were computed accordingto ACI Stan-
dards318 and 349.
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Table3.1:StatisticalPropertiesofNPP Loads

Load Rate of Duration Mean + C.o.v. Pdf

Occurrence

Dead n/a n/a l.ODn 0.07,0.I0 Normal
Live 0.5yr 3 mo 0.4Lh 0.50 Type I

Earthquake 0.iiyr 30 sec 0.078E_s 0.85" Type II"
Equipment n/a 40 yr 1.0Qn 0.04 Normal

Acc. Pressure 1/10000 yr 20 min 0.8Pa 0.20 Type I
Acc. Temp. I/I0000yr 20 rnin 0.9Ta 0.08 Type I

+Dh, Lh, On, Pa and Ta arenominalloads;
Eoo issafe-shutdownearthquakeload.

"Forthepdf ofannualmaximum values,FE_,,(z)

Table 3.2:StatisticalData forReinforcedConcrete

Parameter Mean C.o.v. Pdf

MaterialStrength

fc 960 + 0.8f_ 0.12 Normal
ft 6.4 V_c 0.18 Normal

fy(ASTM A615/Gr.60) 67 ksi 0.II Lognormal
fu(ASTM A416/A421) 270 ksi 0.04 Lognormal

Dimensions

Overall dimensions (in) Nominal, h 0.4/h Normal

Placement of reinf.(in) Nominal, d 0.6/d Normal
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Table3.3:ProbabilisticDescriptionsofResistanceof ConcreteComponents

Limitstate Mean" C.o.v. Pdf

Beam, flexure l.lIMn 0.13 Lognormal

Beam, shear 1.22Vn 0.18 Lognormal
Wall,shear 1.35Vn 0.18 Lognormal

Shortwall,shear 1.70Vn 0.18 Lognormal
Slabs,flexure 1.12Mn 0.14 Log"normal

Shortcolumn,compression 1.13Pn 0.14 Lognormal
Shortcolumn,tension 1.12Pn 0.13 Lognormal

"The nominalvaluesMn, Vn,and Pn arethe capacities
thatwould be computed from theACI Standards

318 or 349 (ACI 318,1989;ACI 349,1990)
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Chapter 4

Time-Dependent Structural
Reliability Analysis

4.1 Introduction

The ability to evaluate structural behavior in service is affected by uncertainties in the
structural load environment, material strengths, dimensions, and models used to predict
response. As a result, it is not possible to ensure acceptable performance in an absolute
sense. Instead, engineers, code-writers, and regulatory officials can only provide design
requirements that result in structures and components with limit state probabilities that
are "acceptably" low.

The conceptual basis for the analysis of risk and uncertainty in structural perfor-
mance is provided by classical structural reliability theory (e.g., Melchers, 1987). The
uncertainty in structural behavior is taken into account by modeling the loads on the
structure and the strength as random variables, as described in Section 3. In the simplest
model of performance of a component with an overall resistance, R, and a dimensionally
consistent structural action due to the applied loads, S, the limit state probability or
probability of failure can be determined as,

_0 °°
P!-- P[R < SI- FR(,)fs(s)ds (4.1)

where FR(,) -- cumulative distribution function (cdf) of R, defined as FR(S) -- P[R < ,]
and fs(s) = probability density function (pdf) of S, obtained by differentiating its cdf,
Fs(s). The reliability is defined as L = 1-Py. The limit state probability, Py, provides a
quantitative measure of safety of the component or system that reflects the uncertainties
in R and S explicitly through the probability laws of R and S.

23
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4.2 Time-dependent Reliability Analysis

Structural loads generally vary randomly in time, as illustrated in Chapter 3. Thus, the
probability that a structure or component continues to operate successfully during time
interval (0, t] is dependent on t.

4.2.1 Single Components Subjected to One Load Process

If the strength is time-invariant but the load is a function of time, the structure survives
if it survives the maximum load to occur within the time interval (0, tj. The probability
of this event can be calculated in a straightforward fashion if the load history is modeled
as a sequence of identically distributed and statistically independent random variables,
each with cdf Fs(s). If n loads act within the interval (0, t], the cdf of the maximum
load in that interval is,

Fs,,_.f(s,t) = {Fs(s)} n (4.2)

If the number of loads is a Poisson process, with mean occurrence parameter A, then,

Fs,_._(s,t) _ exp[-At{1 - Fs(s)}] (4.3)

In either case, the reliability, L(t), can be obtained as,

L(t) = fo °° Fsma_(r,t)ft_(r)dr (4.4)

in whichfR(r) = pdf ofR. L(t)isa monotonicallydecreasingfunctionoft (Ellingwood
and Mori,1992).

When the strengthisa stochasticfunctionoftime as weil,a differentapproachis
required.Let T = the random time to "failure,"failurebeingdefinedas lossofload-
carryingcapacity,excessivedeformation,orany otherlimitstateofinterest.Ifboth load
and resistancearefunctionsof time,the structurefailsifR(t) < S(t)forat leastone
of theloadeventsin (0,t).The probabilityoffailureinthe timeinterval(0,tj,Pl(t)is
givenby,

Pl(t)= P[R(t)< S(t)in (0,til (4.5)

Sincethiseventisidenticalto the eventthat T _ t,thisequationalsodefinesthe
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cumulative distribution function of T;

Pf(t) = F(t) = PIT < t] (4.6)

The reliability function is defined as,

L(t) = P[T > t] = 1 - F(t) (4.7)

The probability density function of T is given as,

dF(t) -dL(t) (4.8)f(t)= d--S-= at

f(t)dt = Pit < T < t + dt] (4.9)

in which dt = a small increment of time. f(t) can be thought of as an unconditional
failure rate.

A hazard or conditional failure rate function, h(t), is defined as the conditional
probability that failure occurs in the interval (t, t + dt], given that the structure has
survived up to t;

h(t)dt = P[t<r<t+dtlT>t] (4.10)

_ f(t)dt (4.11)
- 1- F(t)

Using Eqn.(4.8),

L(t) = exp[- h(r)dr] (4.12)

Typical functions F(t), L(t), f(t) and h(t) are illustrated in Figure 4.1. If failures occur
purely at random during (0, t ], h(t) = a (constant), and the reliability function is simply,

L(t) = exp(-at) ;t > 0 (4.13)

When failureisdue to structuralaging,however,h(t)increaseswith time. Clearly,
themanagement objectiveinproperdesign,inspectionand maintenanceistokeep F(t)
below some acceptablethresholdprobabilityduringtheservicelifeofthestru,-*ure.
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The duration of significant load events generally is very short, and thus such events
occupy only a small fraction of the total life of a component when viewed on the timescale
of the service life of a concrete structure, say 40 years or more. Such structural load events
can be modeled as an intermittent Poisson process with mean occurrence rate A, mean
duration r, and load intensities, Si, assumed to consist of identically distributed and
statistically independent random variables described with distribution function Fs(x).
Sample functions of resistance and load are illustrated in Figure 4.2, in which pR(t) and
ps(_) are time-dependent mean strength and load. It is assumed that the event duration
is sufficiently short that any change to the state of the structure occurs only during the
application of the load (i.e., cumulative damage during a load event does not occur).

Assume temporarily that the initial strength of the structural component, Ro, is
deterministic and equal to r. The strength of the component deteriorates with time due
to environmental factors according to,

r(t)=r.g(t) (4.14)

inwhich r(t)isthestrengthattimet,and g(t)isthedegradationfunction.Itisassumed
thatg(t)isindependentoftheloadhistoryand isdeterministic,lthasbeen found that
variabilityinthe degradationfunctionisofminor importancewhen compared tomean
degradationand loadprocesscharacteristics(Ellingwoodand Mori,1992;Mori,1992;
Mori and Ellingwood,1993).Thiswillbe illustratedsubsequently.IfNs(tL)= n events
occurwithintime interval(0,tL]at deterministictimestj,j= 1,...,n,the reliability
functionisrepresentedasfollows:

L(tL) "- P[r.gl > 5"iFl'"Nr'gn > Sn] (4.15)
n

= IIFs( gj) (4.16)
.i:1

in which gj = g(tj).

In general, the loads occur randomly at times T__- {T1, ...,Tri} described by the joint
probability density function fT(t). Removing the conditioning on random occurrence
timeT__,on thenumber ofloadevents,Ns(tc),withintimeinterval(0,tL],and on the
initialstrength,Ro,the reliabilityfunctionbecomes (Ellingwoodand Mori,1992;Mori,
1992):

1 _o'LFs{r.g(t)}dt]]fao(r)dr (4.17)L(tL)= _ exp [--AtL•[I--t-_

inwhich fro(r)istheprobabilitydensityfunctionoftheinitialstrength,R0.
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4.2.2 Load Combinations

A structureisoftensubjectedtomore thanoneloadprocess.Ifa componentissubjected
to two statisticallyindependentloadprocesseswith intensities$I and $2,respectively,
but onlySI variesintime,thenfrom Eqn.(4.17)and by thetheoremoftotalprobability
thereliabilityfunctionbecomes

oo oo 1

(4.18)

inwhich Asl isthemean occurrencerateof $I,Fsl and f$2arethe cdfof $I and the
pdf ofS'2,respectively.

When severaltime-dependentloadprocessesacton a structure,theprobabilitydistri-
butionofthestructuralactiondue tothecombinedloadscanbe obtainedapproximately
as a functionof the statisticaldescriptorsofthe individualloads(Wen, 1977;Hwang,
et al,1987). At any instantin time,the structureissubjectedto one and only one
combinationofloads.Thus,thefailureprobabilityofthestructureduringitsservicelife
can be estimatedfrom thesum ofthe failureprobabilitiesof thesemutuallyexclusive
loadcombinations.Forexample,ffa component issubjectedtotwo time-dependentload
processeswith intensity$I and $2,respectively,then thefailureprobabilityunder the
followingthreemutuallyexclusivenon-zeroloadcombinationsmust be evaluated:olfly
$1 isnon-zero($I);only$2 isnon-zero($2);or both $I and $2 arenon-zero($I+ $2).
The failureprobabilityofthecomponent,Pf,can be expressedas,

in which P_q) is the limit state probability under the non-zero load combination q. This
probability can De computed approximately by Eqns.(4.7) and (4.17) with Fs(8) = Fq(s)
and A = Aq, in which Fq is the cdf of the intensity of the load combination q and Aq is
the incidence rate of the non-zero load combination. For q = ($1 + 5'_), the cdf can be
evaluated by the convolution integral as,

_0 °°
Fs,+s=(s) = Fs,(8- s2)fs=(82)ds_ (4.20)

The incidence rate of combination S1 -t- Sz is evaluated approximately as,

As,+s= _. As, As=(_'s, +rs=) (4.21)
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inwhichAs_and rs_arethemean occurrencerateand themean durationofSi.Eqns.(4.19)
- (4.21)can be generalizedifa component issubjectedto more than two statistically
independentloadprocesses(Wen, 1977).

4.2.3 Illustration of Component Reliability Analysis

The effectofdegradationincomponent strengthon the component rehabihtyfunction
isillustratedusingthe methods developedin Sections4.2.1and 4.2.2and severalsim-
pleparametricrepresentationsof time-dependentloadand strength.A more complete
parametricsensitivitystudyisavailableelsewhere(EllingwoodtoldMori, 1992;Mori
and Ellingwood,1993);heresome ofthe main resultsare summarized. The range of
loadand resistanceparametersused inthisparametricsensitivitystudyareselectedto
be representativeoftheexistingstatisticaldatapresentedinTables3.1and 3.3,but no
particularstructuralcomponent isenvisionedin theillustrations.In eachanalysis,the
referenceperiod,tL,isassumed tobe 60 years,thesum ofthe initialoperatingperiod
of40 yearsplusa tentativelicenseextensionof20 years.

The degradation models considered in this parametric study are iUustrated in Fig-
ure 4.3 and summarized in Table 4.1. Degradation in strength due to corrosion of
reinforcement and sulfate attack are modeled in an approximate manner by the linear,
and parabolic functions, respectively. The square root function represents the effect of
degradation mechanisms in which the basic process is diffusion-controlled and the rate
decreases in time. The degradation rate parameter is given with reference to the strength
at 40 years. For example, setting g(40) = 0.8 means that the strength at 40 years is
80 % of the initial strength (cf. Eqn.(4.14)). Thus a linear model with g(40) - 0.8 in
Table 4.1, for example, might correspond to a case where the initial diameter of the
reinforcement, D, is 32 mm and the corrosion rate, rc is constant and approximately
equal to 0.04 mm/year.

Letfirstusconsiderthecombinationofliveand deadloads(L+ D). The probabilistic
models ofloadeventsarepresentedinTable3.1.The mean valueofinitialstrengthis
evaluatedbasedon one ofthecurrentdesignrequirementsforconcretestructures(ACI
318, 1989)

0.9M,_ = 1.4Dh + 1.7Lh (4.22)

in which Mn = nominal flexural capacity, and L),_ and L,_ = nominal dead and live
loads, respectively. The mean values of R, D and L are Pa = 1.15Mn, p/) = 1.0D_,
PL = 0.40Lh and it is assumed that Lm - Dh. The c.o.v, of the initial strength, VR,
is assumed to equal 0.15. The effect of variability in dead load on F(t) was found to
be negligible compared with the effect of other time-dependent factors (Mori, 1992) and
VD = O.O.

The effectofvariabilityindegradationfunction,G(t),on the limitstateprobability
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is presented in Figures 4.4(a) - 4.4(c) using the linear degradation model,

G(t) = 1- At (4.23)

where A is a random variable normally distributed with mean value, /_A = (a) 0.0075,
(b) 0.005 and (c) 0.0025, corresponding to E[G(40)] = (a) 0.7, (b) 0.8, and (c) 0.9,
respectively, and with coefficient of variation, VA = 0.1, 0.3 or 0.5 (only for case (c)).
The corresponding c.o.v.'s in the degradation functions are also presented in the figures.
The failure probability is evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. The variability in G(t)
has a second-order effect on F(t) compared with other time-dependent factors considered

subsequently, if the Vc(6o) is less than about 0.1 - 0.15. Accordingly, the variability in
the degradation function is not considered in subsequent illustrations.

The effect of the shape of the degradation function on the limit state probability, F(t),
is presented in Figures 4.5(a) and (b) for A = 0.5. (Note the change in scale of ordinate.)
The shape of the degradation functions has a greater influence as g(40) decreases. For
lower residual strength at time t, the failure probability is sensitive to small changes in
the strength; this effect accumulates with time. Accordingly, the appropriate modeling
of g(t) is especially important when the residual strength at tL may be relatively low.

The effect of the load occurrence rate, A, on the probability of failure is shown in
Figure 4.6(a) using the linear strength degradation model with g(40) = 0.8. In Figure
4.6(b), the failure probability associated with nondegrading component strength, i.e.
g(40) = 1.0, is presented for comparison. The failure probability increases with the mean
occurrence rate of the load events, as would be expected. However, order of magnitude
changes in A have less than order of magnitude effects on F(40).

The combinations of accidental pressure and dead loads (D + P), and live, earthquake
and dead loads (D + L + E) demonstrate further the effect of the parameters describing
the occurrence and intensity of the load events presented in Table 3.1. The mean value
of initial strength is evaluated based on the following current design requirements for
concrete structures in NPPs (A.CI 349, 1990),

0.9M,_ = -0.9D,_ + 1.5Pa for D + P (4.24)

0.gMn = D,_+L,_+Eao forD4-L+E (4.25)

in which Pa = accidental pressure load and Ea, = safe shut-down earthquake loads.
Structural actions due to Pa and Eo, are assumed to equal to 3.0Dh and 2.0D,_, respec-
tively. The mean occurrence rates for the combination of L + E is AL+E = 0.014 from
Eqn.(4.21). To evaluate the failure probability under D + L + E, the convolution integral
in Eqn.(4.20) is computed by Gauss-Legendre quadrature.

The effect of the overall degradation in 40 years on the failure probability is pre-
sented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for D + P and D + L + E, respectively, asstuning linear
strength degradation. The shape of the degradation function also affects the limit state
probability, as shown in Figures 4.9(a), (b), and (c) for D + P, anti in Figures 4.10(a),
(b), and (c) for D + L + E. The degradation models affect the failure probability under
either D + P or D + L + E in a manner similar to that under D + L (see Figure 4.5).
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Howe_:._r,thefailureprobabilityunder D + P issmallerby fourordersofmagnitudethan
thatunder D + L becauseofthe smallmean occurrencerateoftheloads.Thus, inan
absolutesense,thefailureprobabilityunder D + P islesssensitiveto thedegradation
model than isPl under D + L.

The failureprobabilityunder D + L + E isalsolesssensitiveto the degradation
rateand th,_shape ofthedegradationfunction.With _helineardegradationmodel and
g(40)= 0.'7,thefailureprobabilityunder D + L + E increasesby a factoroffiveabove
thatwithoutdegradation,whilethefailureprobabilityunder D + L increasesby more
than two ordersofmagnitude above thatwithoutdegradation(EUin_wood and Mori,
1992). When the degradationrateissmall(g(40)> 0.9),the effectof the shape of
the degradationfunctionisnegligibleup to 60 years.This insensitivityof the failure
probabilityunder D + L + E tothedegradationmodel isduetothesmallmean occurrence
rateand largewr_abilityin loadE; once a loadeventoccurs,theintensityoftheload
may be largeenough tocausefailureofthecomponent regardlessofwhetherornot the
component has degraded.

The hazard functions,h(t),associatedwith the strengthdegradationmodels pre-
sentedin Figures4.5(b)and 4.5(c)(g(40)--0.8,0.9and A --0.5)are illustratedin
_',gures4.11(a)and 4.11(b).The hazardfunctionassociatedwiththesquarerootmodel
isnearlylinearintimeforg(40)--0.9.However,h(t)clearlyisnonlinearforthelinear
and parabolicdegradationmodels,and itscurvatureincreasesasg(40)decreases.There-
fore,linearhazardfunctionsmight be reasonableifthe d_radationmechanism can be
describedby a diffusiontypemodel withsmallrate;such_,odels,however,generallyare
not flexibleenough to analyzeaginginconcretestructuralcomponents.

IntheaboveillustrationsinFigures4.4through4.11,onlytheactivestageofcompo-
nent strengthdegradationIsconsiderect.In previouswork (Ellingwoodand Mori,1992),
itwas shown thatignoringthe initiationphase may leadto an overlypessimisticap-
praisalofreliability.The effectofvariabilityin theinitiationperiod,T,r,on thefailure
probabilityofa component isillustratedinFigures4.12-4.14,usingsquareroot,linear,
and parabolicstrengthdegradationmodelsexpressedas,

I ;t<Tl

: C(t;T,)= (4.26)
1 - a(t- ;t >

; in which the degradationrate,a isdeterminedfrom theconditionG(40]TI= 0) = 0.8.
ltisassumed thatTI islognormallydistributedwithmean PTs = 10,20,or 30 yearsand
with c.o.v.I/_:= 0.0tdetermivJsticinitiationtime),0.3or 0.5.The loadcombination
of D + L isconsidered.When a h Eqn.(4.26)issmall(i.e.,squarerootor linear),the
variabilityin Tz has negligibleeffectwhen/_r_ = 10 and 20 years.On the otherhand,
when a islarge(i.e.,F.arabolicmodel),theeffectofthevariabilityinTI increases.When
Prx = 20 or30 years,F(60) withVr: = 0.5ismore than twiceaslargeas F(60)without
variabilityin Tr. The strengthwith theparabolicdegradationmodel decreasesmainly
in laterstagesof expos_re,and whether or not thislatestageisincludedduringthe
service-lifeishighlyde,,mdentupon theinitiationperiod.

...... "I_ ' '
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4.3 Summary

Time-dependentreliabilityanalysisofsinglecomponentsindicatesthatthereliabilityis
sensitivetothe choiceofinitialcomponent strengthand strengthdegradationmodels,
includinginitiationperiod,the mean occurrencerateofloadevents,and coefficientof
variationoftheintensityoftimevaryingload.However,itisnotsensitivetothevariabil-
ityininitiationperiodwhen the strengthdegradationofa component can be modeled
by a linear or a square root function. Appropriate degradation characteristics and load
process statistics must be identified to utilize the above methodology, especially in real-
istic condition assessments. In the next chapter, the reliability of structural systems is
considered.
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Table 4.1: Degradation Model

Shape of the Degradation Rate Corresponding
Degradation Punction t g(40) Degradation Mechanism
Linear: 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 Corrosion

g(t)= 1- _t
Paraboli'c: 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 Sulfate Attack

g(t)= i - _t2
Square root: 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 Diffusion Controlled
g(t) = 1 - a_/t Degradation
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Chapter 5

Time-Dependent System
Reliability Analysis

5.1 Introduction

A structuralsystem composed ofbeams, columns,slabs,and wallscan be modeled by
a combinationsof two fundamentalsubsystems:seriessystemsand parallelsystems

(Melchers,1987). A seriessystemfailsifany of itscomponents fail,whilea strictly
parallelsystemfailsonlyifallitscomponentsfail.A staticallyindeterminatestructure
generallyfailsonlyiffailureoccursin more than one member or at more than one
point,and thusmore resemblesa parallelsystem.However,thereliabilityanalysisofa
structuremodeled as a seriessystemofcomponentsprovidesa lowerbound estimateof
theactualsystemreliability.IfFi denotesthe eventthatcomponent ifailswithintime
interval(0,tL],thereliabilityfunctionofa seriessystem,Ls(t_),can be expressedby

Ls(tL) = I - V[F_UF2u ...u F,,,] (5.1)
= P[-_ n_2n... n-_] (s.2)

inwhichFi isthecomplement ofeventFi and m isthenumber ofcomponents.

Stochasticdependencebetweencomponent failuresmakes an exactcalculationofthe
probabilityoftheunionoffailureeventsdifficultevenforsmallsystems.The exactfailure
probabilityofa systemcan be calculatedsimplywithsinglevariatenormal distribution
functionsunder the assumptionsthatresistancesarenormallydistributedand equally
correlated,that the load isdeterministicand constantin time and thatallelements
have the same failureprobability(Grigoriuand Turkstra,1979).In orderto relaxthe
assumptionthatcomponent resistancesareequallycorrelated,Thoft-Christensenand
Sorensen(1982)showed thatusingtheaverageofthecorrelationcoefficientsintheabove
formulationprovidesa good approximationofsystemreliability.Bounds on thesystem
reliabilitygenerallyare easierto determine(Ditlevsen,1979;Ramachandran, 1984).
Cornell(1967)introducedfirst-orderbounds;however,theseoftenaretoo wide to be
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of practical use in structural reliability calculations. Ditlevsen's second-order bounds
make use of individual and pair-wise failure event probabilities P[Fi] and P[Fi N Fj].
These bounds can be quite narrow and insensitive to the correlation between failure
events provided that the correlation coefficient is less than about 0.7 (Ditlevsen, 1979;
Thoft-Christensen and Sorensen, 1982). These bounding and approximating methods
have been developed assuming that the resistance is independent of time.

Monte Carlo simulation can be used to deal with the complexities of time-dependent
reliability analysis. Rapid advances in computer technologies in recent years have made
this method attractive. However, simulation methods may be time-consuming for struc-
tural reliability problems in which small failure probabilities are to be evaluated. In this
chapter, efficient methods of Monte Carlo simulation for time-dependent system reliabil-
ity analysis are developed. These methods are used subsequently for parametric analyses
of time-dependent reliability of degrading concrete structural systems in NPPs.

5.2 Formulation of Time-dependent System Reliability

Let us assume thatn discreteloadeventsoccurat deterministictimestj,j = I,...,n.
Load Sj actingon the structureinducesa structuralaction(e.g.,moment, axialforce,
shear,etc.)ciSjin member i. For the present,assume that the initialstrengthof
the structuralcomponents, ][._9.0= {][i,...,][m},isdeterministicand equal to r_=
{rl,...,r,n}.The changeinstrengthofeachcomponent intimeisdescribedby a degra-
dationfunction,#ii,which isthefractionoftheinitialstrengthofmember i remaining
at timetj,i.e.,#ii= #i(tj).FollowingEqn.(5.2),thetime-dependentreliabilityfunction
fora seriessystem,Ls(tL),isrepresentedas,

I rlg11> ciSi n ... N rlgln> CISn

n r2g21> c2SI n ... n r2g2n> c2Sn

)Ls(tL)= e ......

n Pmgml > CmS1 N "'" N rmgmn >CmSn

rn ri'gil > Sl n N > Sn"--" p , • •

Ci Ci

m ri • gil m ri • gin ]= P rain > Sin ...nrain_ > Sn (5.3)Ji=1 Ci i=l Ci

Assuming that loads Sj are identically distributed and statistically independent random
variables,

Ls(tL)= 1I Fs -- (5.4)
j=l Ci
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The conditioning on the number of load events, N = n, the times at which they
occur, T - t, and the initial strength, /t0 = I".must be removed to take into account
the randomness in occurrence of load events and in strength. Applying a procedure
similar to that used to analyze component reliability (Eqns.(4.16) - (4.17)) the failure
probability for the system is evaluated as,

F(tL) = 1- ZsCt )

... F(t lR - . (5.5)

m-fold

in which

F(tLIRo = r_) = 1- Ls(tzlRo = r.)

1 m "gi(t))dt}] (5.6)-" l--erp [--)ktL" { 1- tL fort"fs ( n_=nri ci

and fro (_rr)is the joint probability density function (pdf) of the initial component strengths.
Eqn.(5.5) cannot be integrated in closed form because of the (m+l)-fold integration. The
analysis of even a 2-component system requires lengthy computations.

Monte Carlo simulation is one of the most powerful and commonly used techniques
for analyzing complex physical problems. Although Monte Carlo simulation is sometimes
criticized as being crude and time-consuming, several variance reduction techniques have
been developed to reduce the number of samples required to estimate the probability
of failure; these techniques include stratified sampling, Latin hypercube sampling, di-
rectional simulation, and importance sampling (McGrath and Irving, 1975; McKay, et
al, 1979; B.ubinstein, 1981; Verma, et al, 1989). In such procedures, the sampling is al-
tered so that the rare events can be observed more frequently. Among these, importance
sampling has been shown in recent studies (e.g., Harbitz, 1986; Bucher, 1988; Karam-
chandani, et al, 1989; Melchers, 1989) to have the potential for increasing the efficiency
of structural reliability analysis.

The limit state functions for the analysis of time-dependent system reliability are
complicated. Since a limit state function has to be considered for each load event, the
number of limit state functions is random and the functions change in time. Besides, a
large number of random variables are associated with this problem; intensity of loads, the
times of load occurrences, and initial strengths of components. Therefore, performing
the m-fold integration in Eqn.(5.5) by Monte Carlo simulation while evaluating Eqn.(5.6)
numerically in closed form is more feasible than a simulation in which all time-dependent
random variables are generated. Note that the time-dependent aspects of the problem
are handled outside the Monte Carlo simulation.
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5.3 Efficient Monte Carlo Methods

5.3.1 Importance Sampling

Suppose g(X) is a random function, where X___is a random vector described by a joint
pdf fx__(_z).The expected value of g(X) is denoted by the integral,

,_=_[g(Z)]=f.../o g(__)&(_,)d__ (5.7)

where ftisthe basicspaceof X__.A basicMonte Carlosimulationwould obtainan
estimateof p by generatinga sequenceof n random vectorsX__k,k = 1,2,...,n, from
fx__(_)and computingan estimateofthesample mean by

n

+_ g(X+) (5.s)
=-" n k=l

The law oflargenumbers (Benjaminand Cornell,1970)ensuresthe convergenceof/_to
# forlargen.

Clearly,/2isalsoa random variablewithmean # and variance_r2/nforindependent
samples,where ¢r2 isthevarianceofg(X). a2 isestimatedby sample variance,S2,as,

$2 1 n= --_1 _[g(x_)- _3' (5.9)
k=l

The variance of/2, S_, is estimated by

s_= s_/n (5.t0)

The estimator,S_,ortheestimatorofthecoefficientofvariation(c.o.v.)of/2,S_//],is
oftenused as a measure ofthe accuracyof the simulation(McGrath and Irving,1975;
Karamchandani,etal,1989),and thesamplingplanmust be designedsothatS_ issmall.
Eqn.(5.10)suggeststhattherearetwo ways to improvethe accuracyof an estimator:
increasethenumber ofsamples,n, which iscostly,or decreasethe sample variance,S,
by modifyingthebasicsamplingprocedure.

In importancesampling,the basicsamplingprocedureismodifiedby replacingthe
jointpclf,fx_(z_.),with a so-calledimportancesamplingdensityfunction,hw(z_).The
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function hv(z_.) focuses the sampling on more important regions in Eqn.(5.7), and ac-
cordingly, the sample variance is reduced. From Eqn.(5.7) jz is expressed as,

Provided that hv(z_.) > 0 for values of z_ in which g(z_)fx(z__) # O, the estimator for _ is
given by

I_ g(X_k)fx_(Xk) (5.12)f_= _ hv(X_.k)k--1

and the estimator for the variance of # is given by

s_- n(_- 1) t hv(X_.,_)- [' (5.13)k=l

Eqn.(5.13)shows thatifg(__)> 0 and if

hv(_)=hVo,,(_)- g(__)fx_(__) (5.14)
#

where hvo_,,(a) is the optimal importance sampling function, then S_ = 0, and the exact
solution is obtained with one sample. Although this implies that the optimal importance
sampling cannot be performed without knowing/_ (which is the quantity sought and is
mtknown), a large improvement can still be expected if a function close to the form
g(_)fx_.(_)/l_ is selected for hv(__). Figure 5.1 shows an example of a reasonable impor-
tance sampling function, which tends to emphasize the region of g(_.z)fx_.(_z)//_ that is most
important. However, selecting an importance sampling function, especially its location,
must be done with care. If an importance sampling function is selected inappropriately,
the results may err by orders of magnitude (Karamchandani, et al, 1989; Ibrahim, 1991).
A number of recent studies have developed techniques for selecting "good" importance
sampling functions with reasonable effort (e.g., Harbitz, 1986; Bucher, 1988; Karam-
chandani, et al, 1989; Melchers, 1990). It should be noted that spending a lot of time to
select an importance sampling function may reduce or eliminate any advantage of this
method over a basic Monte Carlo simulation.
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5.3.2 Application of Importance Sampling to Structural Reliability
Analysis

The failureprobabilityofa structuralsystem,P/,can be formulatedas(Melchers,1987),

Pf = /.../D fX_.(z_)d__ (5.15)

where fx_.(z_.)is the joint pdf of random variables X_.. The failure domain, D, is described
by a set of limit state functions, Gi( ):

I < 0, forz_infailuredomain

Gi(z_) = 0, for z_ on limit state surface (5.16)

> 0, for z__in safe domain

Eqn.(5.15) may be rewritten in the form of Eqn.(5.7) using the indicator function, I[.] =
1 if • is true and zero otherwise,

Introducingthe importancesamplingfunction,by(z_.),Eqn.(5.17)can be rewrittenas,

I <o /x(,_)

Pl =/'"/n hv(z_.) hv(z.)dz_ (5.18)

Eqn.(5.17) also can be rewritten in terms of conditional probabilities as (Karamchandani
and Cornell, 1991),
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where X__"and _ are subsets of random vector X__,J_[__(-_l_) is the conditional pdf of

given X__',_ and _ are the sample space of _ and ,_, respectively, and _/U _ = ft and
_t N _ = ¢. Observe that Eqn.(5.19) has the same form as Eqn.(5.5). Introducing the
importance sampling function, hv(_), Eqn.(5.19) can be rewritten as,

In most previous studies, the importance sampling is applied to structural reliability
analysis expressed by Eqn.(5.18) rather than Eqn.(5.20).

To apply importance sampling effectively, it is necessary to have some information
about the "region of interest." Harbitz (1986) proposed using rx__for hv, but with its
mean value point, _ , shifted to the checking point, the point on the limit state surface--V
with minimum distance from the origin in the reduced space, which can be obtained
from first-order (FO) theory (Melchers, 1987). Schueller and Stix (1987) also suggested
that _v be located at the checking point, but that an independent multivariate normal
pclf be used for hv because it is simple to manipulate and the quality of the estimator is
less sensitive to the choice of density type than to its parameters. Because of the nature
of FO analysis, a limit state function is required to apply this approach, preferably one
that is clifferentiable. Otherwise, identification of the checking point requires lengthy
computations and may be very difficult. Melchers (1989) recommended the use of an

independent multivariate normal pdf for hv but with _v at the point z_*on the limit
state surface for which fx is a maximum (i.e. the point of maximum likelihood). If this
point can not be obtained in closed form, it can be approximately obtained by simulation.
This approximate point can be updated in the course of simulation to estimate Pf" In
these approaches, when a reliability problem involves multi-limit states, a multi-modal
hv is used with a mode corresponding to each location z_._',the checking point or the
point of maximum likelihood for the ith limit state.

Bucher (1988) proposed that -_v be located at the mean, _-Vop,' of the optimal impor-
tance sampling function and that a single-mode hv be used for problems involving either
a single limit state or multi-limit states. This point can be interpreted as the centroid of
the integrand in Eqn.(5.17). The mass of the integrand is expected to be concentrated
around this point, and accordingly, this is the region of interest. This approach may not
work well for problems in which the integrand in Eqn.(5.17) takes on large values far away

from _Vov,; in that case, multi-modal importance sampling might be more appropriate.
It would be expected that using an importance sampling function for each limit state of
interest would be less efficient than using only one importance sampling function when
the "checking" points lie reasonably together (Schueller, et al, 1989). Moreover, consid-

erable computations would be required to identify the IZv for each limit state function.
Melchers (1990) observed that the estimate of Pt is not sensitive to the precise choice
of "checking point." With the same analogy, this observation would apply for numerical
integration expressed in the form of Eqn.(5.20) if one importance sampling function is
sufficient and if the integrand is a smooth function.
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Karamchandani and Cornell(1991)suggestedusingfixforhv but with #uV at the

pointofmaximum Pflx_'=ffi_-•rx_"(z_')in Eqn.(5.20).This scheme was developedwith the
ideathatthereisonlyoneregionof_"inwhichtheintegrandisrelativelylarge.However,
thescheme must be modifiedforproblemsinwhich thereismore than one suchregion.
Identificationofallsuchregionsisnot a trivialtask.

Inthetime-dependentrehabihtyanalysisdescribedintheprecedingsection,Eqn.(5.6)
shows that(i)F(tLIRo= r_)isa non-increasingfunctionin termsofeach random vari-
able,Ri, (ii)the contoursof F(tLIRo - r__)areconvex with respectto the origin(see
Figure5.2),and (iii)thereismore than one regionin which F(tLIR__oo= r_)f_(r_)isrela-
tivelylarge.Two possiblecasesareillustratedinFigure5.3.Eitherway one can expect
thattheimportantregionisnot spreadoverthedomain of_.Rinthisproblem,and using

one importancesamphng functionwith P-vat P-Voptseems feasiblefortime-dependent

rehabihtyanalysis.However,P-voltisalsoan unknown parameterand must be located

adaptivelyaspartofthesimttlation.

5.3.3 Adaptive Sampling

The parameters of the importance sampling function can be improved to reduce the vari-
ance of the estimated value of Pf by using an adaptive samphng algorithm (e.g., Bucher,
1988;Melchers,1990;Ibrahim,1991;Karamchandani and Cornell,1991).Through adap-
tivesamphng, one can getmore information,and itwouldbe wastefulifthisinformation
werenot utihzedin estimatingPf.

ltwas shown previouslythatthereexistsan optimalimportancefunctionwithwhich
the sample variancebecomes zero,as expressedby Eqn.(5.14).Then element,i,ofthe
mean vector of the optimal importance variable, P-vo_,' is expressed as,

fo /0PVop,i = ... zihvo,,(x)dz_ (5.21)

m-fold

f0°° f0°°z,g(z-)fx--(z--)= "'" " PI dz_ (5.22)

m-fold

Although it is not possible to obtain _-v@t before samphng, it can be estimated in
the course of the Monte Carlo simulation to determine Pf. From Eqns.(5.12) and (5.22),
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#Cop,isestimatedby

n

xk,g( )fx-(xk)
hv(X___k)

= k=l (5.23)
g(Xk)fx_CX_.k)

hv(X )

"
xk, hv(Xk)k-1

= (s.241

in which ]b!representsthe estimateof Pl" _-Vop,is not an unbiasedestimatorof

/_vopt;however,itis asymptoticallyunbiasedas n _ oo (seeAddendum 5A at the
end of thischapter).Ifa problem is symmetric in terms of random variablesXi,
i = ml, rnl-{-1,...,ms, the mean valuesof theserandom variablesdescribedby the
optimalimportancesamplingdistributionfunctionareidenticaltoone another.There-
fore,themean valuescan be estimatedby

This mean operation accelerates convergence to #v_,i, but cannot be applied when the
maximum integrand point method is used for _v' It is clear from Eqn.(5.24) that little
additional effort is required to estimate _v_, m addition to Pf" Thus, /_v_t can be
evaluated while estimating Pt, and the location of by(z) can be updated during the
sampling process. This updating can be continued until no significant improvement in
accuracy is obtained. Since the mean vector and covariance matrix uniquely define a
multivariate normal (or multivariate lognormal) probability density function, such a pdf
is suggested for the iterative procedure.

When the simulation is carried out with only one importance sampling function lo-
cated at the most important checking point (the checking point closest to the origin in
the reduced space) for a problem with multiple checking points, the variance of the im-
portance sampling variables, av, must be large enough so as not to neglect the influence
of the density of probability in the regions of the other checking points (SchueUer and
Stix, 1987). Karamchandani, et al (1989) observed that if the variances of the impor-
tance sampling variables are too small, the resulting estimates of the failure probability

are significantly lower than the correct value even though the estimated c.o.v., Sps!Pl,
may be small. With the same analogy, a larger cry must be used for a single-mode

importance sampling function if __v is located far from the optimal location. As shown
schematically in Figure 5.3, the integrand in Eqn.(5.5) is relatively large over a large
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area. Therefore, the variance of the importance sampling variables must be large enough
during the preliminary analysis to include the influence of those "important" points.
This is especially true for the first set of samples, for which the mean of the importance

sampling variables may be some distance from _wopt" The variance of the importance
sampling variables can be reduced as the preliminary sampling is repeated and as the

mean vector of the importance sampling variables becomes closer to _-Vop,"

On the other hand, too large a variance in the importance sampling variables leads
to a large statistical error in the estimator (Ouypornprasert, 1988). These observations
suggest that there exists an optimal ratio of the standard deviation of an importance
sampling variable to that of the corresponding original variable, ko_t --- _rv_/crR_, which
gives an estimator of Pf close to the exact value and minimizes the estimate of c.o.v, of

Ps

The optimal common ratio, kop_, for the importance sampling function with _v --

_Vop, is estimated iteratively, after a stable estimate of---volt is obtained. Here, the
common series of sample vectors from a standard joint normal distribution function at-
used (correlated sampling technique, B.ubinstein, 1981) so that relative accuracy can
compared with a smaller number of samples. In the iteration the common ratio, _v_/_r_,,

i = 1,..., m is reduced as long as the c.o.v, of Pf decreases and significant decrease in/5 f

is not observed, or the ratio is increased until the c.o.v, of/5I increases and no significant
increase in ,bf is observed. Underestimation of Pf due to too small a ratio, crvi/_Ri, is
avoided by this procedure. Then, the main sampling for estimating Pf is carried out.

The ilfformation obtained through the preliminary sampling should be utilized in
estimating Pf to maximize the efficiency of the simulation. The estimators of P! obtained

through preliminary analysis,/5fprc, and its estimated variance, S_e , are evaluated by

in which naep is the number of adaptations to evaluate _Vopt' ns**bis the number of

samples generated in each subset for updating ---Vo_,,and n_e = nadp "nsub is the total

number of samples used to estimate _vo_," The estimators of Pf obtained through the
main analysis, Pf,,_i_, and its estimated variance, S2main, are evaluated by Eqn.(5.12)
and Eqn.(5.13), respectively.

Since it is expected that /Sf,_ is more accurate than/sfprc, it is reasonable to give

larger weight to/5f,,,_,, than/Sfv_, in estimating Pf. Let o'_a_ and o'_e be the variance
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of Py,_._. and PYp.c, respectively. Let Py be the new estimator expressed as,

]_y- (1 - w)Py._.i, + wPyp,. (5.28)

The varianceoftherevisedestimator

o"2 (1 2 _ 2 2 (5.29)-- - w) o'rnain + w erie

isminimizedwhen

2

_-,='- (5.30)
w= 2 +o.2_rmain pre

Thus,theestimatorexpressedas

2

= s,..,. (5.31)
sL,. + s_,

isusedas _ weightforcombining]b/._.,,and Pjp._.The resultingestimator

_s= (i- ,_)_'s,,,.,,,+,_'s,,., (5.32)

isno longerunbiased;however,itisasymptoticallyunbiasedasn_i,_, z_.e _ co,where

r_i,_and r_ arethenumber ofsamplesused toevaluate]b/,_._,and ]_yp..,respectively
(seeAddendum 5B at theend ofthischapter).

5.4 Examples of Adaptive Sampling

The efficiency of the importance sampling scheme described above is demonstrated
through an analysis of two- and five-component systems with degrading component
strength. As the correlation of the initial strength of components becomes higher, the
joint pdf is oriented more strongly in one direction, and thus the region over which the
integrand in Eqn.(5.5) takes on large values (area of interest) is narrower. Therefore,
the most s_. ,ere test of importance sampling with a single importance sampling function
involves components with independent initial strength.
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The probabilisticmodels of loadeventsused in theillustrationaresummarized in
Table 3.1.Only the combinationoftime varyingliveload,L, and time-invariantdead
load,D, isconsideredforillustrativepurposes.The variationof dead loadisignored
becauseitseffecton the structuralreliabilityisnegligiblecompared with the effectof

otherparameterssuchas strengthdegradationmodels and coefficientofvariationofthe
intensityof time varyingload,as discussedin Chapter 4. The mean valueofinitial
strengthof a component isevaluatedbased on one of thecurrentdesignrequirements
forconcretestructures(ACI 318,1989),

0.9M,_ = 1.4D,_ + 1.?L,_ (5.33)

in which M,_ = nominal capacity, and D,_ and L,_ = nominal dead and live loads, respec-

tively. Eqn.(5.33) would govern design for flexure, for example. The initial strength, Ro
is described by a lognormal distribution with mean, #R = 1.15M,_, and c.o.v., VR = 0.15.
Assuming that /_D = 1.00D,_, /_t, = 0.40L,_, and Dn = Lh, the central factor of safety,
#R/(_D 4- #L), is 2.83. The systems analyzed are summarized in Table 5.1. gi(40) = 0.8
means that 80 % of the initial strength of component i remains at 40 years. Strength
degradation is assumed to occur linearly, representative, e.g., of loss in flexural strength
of a reinforced element due to corrosion of reinforcement.

For each system, three separate simulations are carried out using both adaptive sam-
piing and basic Monte Carlo sampling with 1000 samples to illustrate the reproducibility
of the results. (Recall that Monte Carlo simulation is used to remove the conditioning on
_R.0 in Eqn.(5.5), not to evaluate Eqn.(5.6).) A multivariate lognormal pdf is selected for
the importance sampling function. The preliminary analyses in the adaptive sampling

for locating _Vop, is carried out with 50 samples for each subset (naub = 50), and k_t is
sought with 20 samples per adaptation. The number of samples used to select ko_t are
not counted in the total number of samples.

In the preliminary analysis, the ratio of the standard deviation of an importance
sampling variable to that of the corresponding original variable, k = _rvi/aRi for all
i, is set equal to 3.0 for the first subset of samples, 2.2 for the second and the third
subsets, and 1.6 for the rest of the subsets. These values of k are obtained empirically;
Melchers (1990) observed that good results can be obtained with k in the range 1 - 2,
while Ouypornprasert (1988) suggested that any value of/c between 2 - 5 can be used.
The failure probability is estimated for periods of 20, 40 and 60 years. The results
are summarized in Tables 5.2 - 5.5; the "exact" values presented were obtained from

Eqns.(5.5) and (5.{}) by basic Monte Carlo simulation with n = 400,000 for examples 1
- 3 and n = 1_000,000 for example 4.

In the first example (Table 5.2), it is assumed that the degradation rates of all five
components are identical and that gi(40) = 0.8. The adaptive sampling method is
more accurate than basic Monte Carlo simulation if tL is small and F(tL) is small. As tL

increases and F(tL) approaches the level of 10-2, the method becomes less advantageous.

In general, the reliability function of a series system increases as the number of
components decreases (Thoft-Christensen and Sorensen, 1982). In the second example
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(Table5.3),thenumber ofcomponentsisdecreasedfrom fiveto two. The seriessystem
effecton failureprobabilityisreducedand the failureprobabilitydecreasesby a factor
of 2. Correspondingly,the accuracyof basicMonte Carlosimulationdecreases.The
accuracyofimportancesampling,however,doesnot changesignificantlyrelativeto the
firstexample.

hl thethirdexample (Table5.4),thedegradationoffourcomponents out offiveis
increasedto g(40)= 0.95,renderingtheireffecton thesystem failureprobabilityless
criticalas time increases.As itisassumed thatthe strengthsof components linearly
degradewith time,allcomponentsmaintaincloseto theirinitialstrengthat the early
stageofservicelife,and accordingly,thenoncriticalcomponentsstillcontributetofailure
probability(cf.the columnsfortL - 20 inTables5.2and 5.4).On theotherhand, the
contributionofnoncriticalcomponents decreaseswithtime (cf.thecolumnsfortL - 60
inTables5.2and 5.4).The adaptivesamplingdealswith thischange,and continuesto
providegood accuracy.

_. the lastexample (Table5.5),the centralfactorof safetyforallcomponents is
increasedby 50% from the firstexample,leadingto a lowerfailureprobability.The
estimatesobtainedfrom basicMonte Carlosimulationare unstableand the accuracy
decreasessubstantiallyinsome cases.On theotherhand,adaptivesamplingstillprovides
a good estimate,althoughtheaccuracyisslightlydecreased.

The optimalcommon factor,k_t,isinthe rangeof 1 - 2 in theseexamples,which
agreeswith the observationby Melchers(1990).This valuetendsto decreaseslightly
as time increases(i.e.,as failureprobabilityincreases).As the failureprobabilityde-
creases,the importanceregionisshiftedtowardsmallervaluesin the lowertailof the
pdf forresistances.Sincethistailisspreadovera widerregion,a largervarianceforthe
importancesamplingvariableisrequiredtocoverthisregion.

5.5 Illustration of Time-dependent System Reliability

The effectof degradationin component strengthon the system reliabilityfunctionis
illustratedusingseveralsimpleparametricrepresentationsof time-dependentstrength.
Those parameterswhich shouldreceivespecialattentioninsubsequentdataacquisition
areidentified.The probabilisticmodels ofloadeventsused intheillustrationofsystem
reliabilityaresummarizedinTable3.1.Only thecombinationoftime-varyingliveload,
L, and time-invariantdead load,D, isconsideredforillustrativepurposes.The initial
strength,Ro, of each component isdescribedby a lognormaldistributionwithmean,
#R = 1.15Mn, and c.o.v.,VR = 0.15. The components are assumed to be designed
usingEqn.(5.33)with the assumptionof L,_= D,_. Only lineardegradationmodels
areconsideredforallcomponents.Without lossof generality,the ci'sinEqn.(5.6)are
assumed to be unityforallcomponents. In each analysis,a two-component system
(m = 2)and five-componentsystem(m = 5) areconsidered.

The strengths of the components in a system are correlated because of common
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construction materials, fabrication and construction practices. The sensitivity of the
reliability function to the number of components and to the stochastic dependence be-
tween their strengths is investigated by assuming that the strengths of the components
are identically distributed and equally correlated pair-wise, with correlation coefficient,
p. A multivariate lognormal pdf with the same correlation coefficient matrix as that of
the original pdf is selected for the importance sampling function.

The failure probability, F(tr), is shown in Figures 5.4(a) with VL = 0.5 and 5.4(b)
with TIL =0.8, assuming that the degradation rate equals 0.8 at 40 years for all compo-
nents. The failure probability at a given time tL increases as the number of components
increases and as the correlation coefficient decreases. However, the effect of p is rela-
tively small, particularly when p < 0.8, and decreases as the coefficient of variation of
load intensity increases. The reduction in the sensitivity of the reliability function to p
is due to the fact that dependence among component failure events increases from com-
mon random loads with large variabilities. This result is consistent with the results of a
previous study (Thoft-Christensen and Sorensen, 1982), which showed that the effect of
strength correlation on the system failure probability is significant for the limiting case
in which the loading is deterministic.

It is unreasonable to expect that perfect correlation exists among the strengths of
components. In light of the relative insensitivity to p, it seems appropriate to model
systems such as those considered herein as being composed of components with inde-
pendent strengths, particularly when the coefficient of variation of load intensity is large
relative to that of resistance. Such a model would be conservative, of course. However,
the reliability is substantially less affected by this assumption than it is by the choice of
strength degradation model.

In general, a system consists of components with different statistical characteristics
of strength and because of this, some components contribute more to the system failure
probability than others. Such "critical" components arise from basically two sources:
(a) Difference in initial safety factor or statistics of initial strength, and (b) Difference
in degradation mechanism and associated degradation rate and initiation time. The
combination of these cases also may cause a change in which component is critical at a
given time.

The effect of the statistics of initial strength of components on system reliability
are shown in Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b). The degradation rate is assumed such that
g(40) = 0.8 for all components, while the mean initial strengths of all components except
one (the critical component) are increased by 5%, 10% or 20%. The c.o.v, of the initial
strength for all components is equal to 0.15. It is assumed that the initial strengths
of the components are statistically independent of one another. As the mean strength
of noncritical components increases, the failure probability of the system approaches to
that of a single critical component. If the mean strengths of noncritical components are
increased by more than 20%, the contribution of these components to system reliability
is negligible and the size of the system for reliability analysis effectively can be reduced
by treating those components as if their strengths are deterministic and equal to their
respective mean values.

The effect of degradation rates of components on system reliability are shown in
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Figures 5.6(a) - 5.6(f). The degradation rates are set so that g(40) = 0.8 for one com-
ponent (critical component) while g(40) = 0.9, 0.95 or 0.98 for the other component(s)
(noncritical component(s)). The initial strengths of all the components are assumed to
be identically and lognormaUy distributed and equally correlated pair-wise with p = 0.0
in Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), p = 0.,5 in Figures 5.6(c) and 5.6(d), and p = 0.8 in Fig-
ures 5.6(e) and 5.6(f). These system failure probabilities are compared with the failure
probability of the single critical component in the system and the failure probability of
a system consisting of only critical components. At the early stage of the service life
when all components remain close to their initial strength, the system failure probability
is close to that of the system consisting of only critical components. At this stage, non-
critical component(s) still contribute to the system failure. As time increases, however,
the contribution of noncritical component(s) decreases and the system failure probability
approaches that of the single critical component. For service lives of 40 - 60 years, the
effect of noncritical component(s) is negligible and the system reliability can be deter-
mined approximately as that of the single critical component. Therefore, identification
of critical components is important in a time-dependent reliability analysis of a complex
system in order to keep the system model at a manageable size. The effect of strength
correlation on system failure probability is small, as was also shown in Figures 5.4(a)
and 5.4(5).

5.6 Summary

The adaptive Monte Carlo simulation is feasible for time-dependent system reliability
analysis of structures of the type discussed here. Unlike systems evaluated by basic
Monte Carlo simulation, the accuracy of the failure probability evaluated by adaptive
importance sampling is relatively insensitive to the order of the probability. Accordingly,
the advantage of using adaptive importance sampling increases as the failure probability
decreases.

The reliability of the system is sensitive to the choice of initial component strength,
strength degradation rate, and coefficient of variation of the intensity of time-varying
load. Less sensitivity was shown to dependence in component strengths within a sys-
tem because of the large variability in time varying load. The system reliability is also
insensitive to the existence of statistically "noncritical" components. Therefore, it is im-
portant to identify the noncritical components before analysis so that their contribution
to the reliability analysis can be excluded and the size of the system reliability analysis
can be reduced. Such components in NPP can be identified using a ranking methodology
developed in Task S.3 of the Structural Aging Program (Hookham, 1991).
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Addendum 5A: Biased estimator of-Prop,

Let

1 _ Xk,' g(__Xk) (5.34)
011 = n/==l

n

1 _ g(j(=_) (5.35)
#2 = _h=l

inwhich g(__X)isa random functionand X__.k isa random vectordescribedby ajointpdf
fx.(z_).Then

El#l,] = E[Xi" g(X)] (5.36)

E[_02] = E[g(___X)]= Pf (5.37)

From Eqn.(5.22),

E[x, .g(_x)}= Pf .uv.,,, (s.3s)

Thus, the law oflargenumbers (Benjaminand Cornell,1970)ensuresthat0z_and #_
converge to P! • Pvop,i and Pf, respectively, when zt --_ _. This alsomeans that

Therefore,_v@, isan asymptoticallyunbiasedand consistentestimatorof_vw,,'
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Addendum 5B: Biased estimator of Pf

Substitution Eqn.(5.31) into Eqn.(5.32) yields,

_s= s_._j, +Sl_. _j_ (5.40)s_+ si

Since 15fl and Pf2 are the unbiased estimator of Pf,

E[PS_]=E[PN=Pj (5.41)

Also, since S_ and S_ are the unbiased estimator of _r_ and cr_, respectively,

E[s_] = _[ (5.42)
ElSe] = a_ (5.43)

The law of large numbers ensures that/_fl and S_ converge to Pf and ¢r_, respectively,
when the number of samples for the estimator /5fl, ni ---, c¢. Similarly, /5f2 and S_

converge to Pf _mcl_y,_',,respectively, when the number of samples for the estimator/_f2,
n2 _ c¢. Thus,

lJm E[S_. Pyl + S_ . Py_] ---*(_r_ + a_). Pf (5.44)
'ni In2 _

Also,

E[S_+S_]=E[S_]+E[S_]=_ + _ (5.45)

From Eqns.(5.40), Eqn.(5.44) and (5.45),

n= E/S:_.ps,+s_,./%l=r=_ nm /'._--,P., (5.4o)
"'"'= L JS'_+ 3'_ ,',,,,',,"'=

Therefore,/5/is an asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimator of Pf"
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Table 5.1: Models Analyzed in Examples

Example Number of #RI/(#D_ + #Li) gi(40)
components

1 5 2.83 0.8 for all i
2 2 2.83 0.8 for all

3 5 2.83 0.8 for i = 1,
0.95 for i = 2,...,5

4 5 4.25 0.8 for ali i
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of F(tLIRo= £) and fao(D in Two Dimensions
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Chapter 6

The Role of Inspect ion/Repair in
Maintaining Reliability of
Concrete Structures

6.1 Introduction

The analysis of reliability of components and structures as functions of time enables the
analyst to determine the service period beyond which the desired reliability of the struc-
ture cannot be ensured. To extend service period, the structure should be inspected and
maintained. The intervals and extent of inspection and maintenance that are required to
ensure the performance during its intended service life can be determined using the time-
dependent reliability analysis presented in Chapters 4 and 5. In a general sense, when
an inspection is performed, we learn something about the condition of the structure that
may allow us to revise the probabilistic strength models and degradation models used
in the time-dependent reliability analysis (e.g., Turkstra, et al, 1988; Ciampoli, 1989;
Bartlett and Sexsmith, 1_}91; Ellingv_ood and Mori, 1992). A conceptual illustration of
the effect of this process on the hazard function, h(t), is presented in Figure 6.1. The
effect of inspection/repair is to remove larger defects from the structure and upgrade
its strength, thus reducing its conditional failure rate (see Eqn.(4.10)). As the structure
ages, the hazard function increases until another inspection/repair operation occurs. In-
spection/maintenance strategies should be designed so that the integrated effect of h(t)
in Figure 6.1 must remain below an established target probability during its required
service period.

In order to design an inspection/maintenance strategy, it is necessary to evaluate the
effectiveness of periodic inspection and maintenance on the failure probability of a com-
ponent. In studies to evaluate the failure probability of metallic structures subjected to
fatigue, it has been assumed that a fatigued component is replaced if the intensity of de-
tected damage exceeds a critical value (Madsen, 1987; Thoft-Christensen and Sorensen,
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1987; Fuji'ta, et al, 1989). However, a component may not even be replaced or repaired
during maintenance unless damage is detected and is larger than a certain threshold.
In this case, the effect of damage overlooked at an inspection or detected but not re-
paired also should be considered. To accomplish this task, it is necessary to consider

the probability of detecting damage of a given size or extent and to introduce models of
damage initiation and intensity. The number of damage zones and the damage intensity
before and after maintenance are random variables. Tang and Halim (1988) developed a
procedure for updating the distribution function of damage intensity immediately follow-
ing maintenance through such modeling. However, the distribution function of damage
intensity at some time after maintenance is also necessary to evaluate time-dependent

reliability because new damages may initiate and undetected or unrepaired damages may
grow after maintenance.

No nondestructive evaluation (NDE) method can detect small defects with certainty.
The imperfect nature of NDE methods is random and can be described in statistical
terms. This randomness affects the calculated reliability of the component. Figure

6.2 illustrates conceptually the probability, d(_), of detecting a defect of size _. Such
a relation exists, at least conceptually, for each in-service inspection technology. The
NDE method should be able to distinguish between different defects with a high level
of reliability so that needless repairs can be avoided. Inspections for the purpose of

reliability-based condition assessment and evaluation of suitability for continued service
of concrete structures and components may require a greater detection reliability and a
more quantitative measure of defects and accumulated damage than traditional surficial
in-service inspection of concrete structures (House, 1987). The massive size of NPP
structures poses some special problems in NDE, since many of the techniques have limited
applicability because of section thicknesses and reinforcing bar sizes and patterns.

The strength of structural components in an aggressive environment may degrade
with time according to R(t) = Ro' G(t), in which R0 = component capacity in the

undegraded (original) state and G(t) = time dependent degradation function defining
the fraction of initial strength remaining at time t. The component strength degradation
must be related to the damage intensities to evaluate the effect of periodic maintenance
from a reliability point of view. The estimated failure probability for some future period
then can be revised assuming a prescribed inspection/maintenance history.

In this chapter, methods for performing this evaluation that were introduced pre-

viously (Ellingwood and Mori, 1992) are developed and their application to reinforced
concrete structural components is illustrated. As noted in Chapter 5, a system reliabil-
ity analysis often can be reduced to a single component reliability analysis if the critical
component can be identified. If this cannot be done, the method still can be applied to

the system reliability using the adaptive Monte Carlo simulation technique discussed in
Chapter 5. Since inspection and maintenance are costly, there are tradeoffs between the
extent and accuracy of inspection, required level of reliability, and cost. The application
of the method to evaluate the failure probability of a component with periodic inspec-
tion/maintenance and to design an optimum inspection/maintenance strategy which
minimizes the future expected cost is demonstrated later in this chapter.
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6.2 Role of Inspection on Time-Dependent Reliability

6.2.1 Degradation Function for a Component Based on Individual
Damage Intensities

The damage intensity is modeled as a state variable taking a value within the interval
[0,1]; the values 0 and 1 indicate no damage and no residual strength, respectively.
Examples of this state variable describing damage would include the ratio of area of
reinforcement lost due to corrosion to the original area, the ratio of strength loss of
concrete due to sulfate attack to the strength of undegraded concrete, and the ratio of
the depth of crack in a member to the member thickness. The following assumptions are
made:

(a) Initiation of damages in a component is described by a Poisson process in
which the expected number of damages in time interval (t,t + At] (t > 0) is

f_+A_ v(r)dT. The damage initiation rate v(t) is dependent on the surface
area or volume of the component.

(b) Damages initiate homogeneously over the surface area or volume of the com-
ponent.

(c) Once a damage initiates at location ], it grows according to

0 ;0<t<Xi(t ) = )_ (6.1)Cj(t- Tzi ;t _>Tzi

in which Xi(t) j = 1,2,... is the intensity of damage at time t, Txj j =
1,2,... are the random initiation times of damage, Cj's are damage growth
rates which are identically distributed and statistically independent random
variables described by a cumulative distribution function (cdf) Fv(c), and a
is an deterministic paramet_T. The assumption of independent Cj's provides
a conservative estimate of failure probability. Parameters C and a depend on
the degradation mechanism (e.g., Clifton and Knab, 1989; Clifton, 1991). If
damage grows linearly, a = 1.

(d) The degradation function G(t) for a component is defined in terms of damage
intensities as

G(t)= 1 - max{Xi(t)} (6.2)ali j

Consider damages which initiate within interval (tl, t ]. Assume first that the number
of these damages, Ni(tl,t), is n. From assumption (c), the cdf of Xi(t), Fxi(z; tl,t), is
expressed as,

Fxi(z;tl,t) = P[Cj(t- TIi) _ < z] (6.._j
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where fT_(_') is the probability density function (pdf) of TIj. Given Nl(tl, t) = n, the
rank-ordered initiation times, TIl, TI_,..., Tz,_ are n order statistics of random variables
WI,, WI_,..., Wr, which are statistically independent and identically distributed with
pdf expressed as (Taylor and Karlin, 1984),

If, _(_o)

;tl_<w<_t

fws(w) ... , v(v)dr (6.5)

0 ;Otherwise

Therefore, the cdf of the intensity of an arbitrary damage, X(t), which initiates within
(tl,t]is,

/' (,)Fx(_;tl,t) = , Rc (t- _)_ fwx(_)d_ (8.6)

Note that fwz(w)is an unconditional pdf. Since the Cj's and Wxj's are statistically
independent of one another, the Xj(t)'s are also statistically independent. Accordingly,
the cdf of Zmaz(tl,t) = max{Xi(t) which initiated within (tl,t ]} is,

Fx,_..(z;tl,tlNt(tz,t ) = n) = [Fx(Ic; tl,t)] '_ (6.7)

Removing the condition that Nl(tl, t) = n,

(/')° ('=
Fx,_,.(x;tl,t) = _'_[Fx(x;tl,t)] n. n!

rl-"O

From assumption (d), the mean and variance of the degradation function are evaluated
by

E[G(t)] = El1- Xma=(0;t)]

= 1- [1- Fx,_::(x;O,t)]dx (6.9)
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and

=

-- /12z[1 - Fx,_,=(z;O,t)]dz- {BIG(t)]} 2 (6.10)
J0

6.2.2 Degradation Function After Repair

Assume that during inspection/maintenance at time tR the entire component is inspected
(full inspection) and all detected damages are repaired immediately and completely. The
repaired parts of the component are restored to their initial strength levels. (If the
repair is not fully effective, an additional variable is added to the analysis. This can be
handled, but at the expense of significant additional computational effort.) Then the
effect of inspection/maintenance depends on the detectability fmlction, d(z), associated
with a NDE method. The inspection with higher d(z) makes repair more likely and,
accordingly, leads to higher values of the mean degradation function, g(t). In the limit,
if an inspection is perfect, i.e., d(z) = 1 for z > 0, then the component is restored to its
original condition by the repair, i.e., g(tR) = 1.

Step Detectability Function

Assume that the detectability function of an inspection, d(x), is a step function defined
as

0 ; 0_<z<Zth

dCz) = (6.11)
1 ; Zth__X__l

where Zth is the minimum detectable value of damage. In other words, damage with
intensity greater than zth is detected with probability one, while damage with intensity
less than zth is overlooked with probability one. Subsequently, more general detectability
functions will be considered.

Following an inspection at tR, some of the damages will be repaired and the cdf
describing X(t) and Xmax(t) will change. Under the assumption that damage initiation
is described by a Poisson process, the intensities of damages that initiate after repair at
time tR are independent of repair, and only the pdf of the intensities of damages initiating
before tit is updated. Let us consider damages which exist at time t and initiate within
(A) (0, tRI and (B) (tR,tj where t > tR (as illustrated in Figure 6.3). Then the updated
cdf of Z,_a_(t) after inspection/repair, F_,_ffi(z; tR, t), is,

F_,,,,,(x;tR, t) = Fx._..cA)(x.;tR, t)" Fx.._.Cm(Z;tR, t) (6.12)
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in which Fx._.(a) (z; tR, t) and Fx._.CB)(z;_a,t) are the cdf of maximum intensity of
damages in group (A), X._a.(A)(t), and maximum intensity of damages in group (B),

Xma.(B)(t), respectively.

The cdf of the intensity of damage in group (A) at time t, FXca)(z; ta, t), is expressed
as,

Fx(.)(_;tR,t) = V[X(t)< _lX(tR)< _h]
= P[C(t- W)_ < _lC(tR- W)_ < _]

Z Zth

/otR Fc (min { (t _ r)a , (tR _ r)= }) fWx(r)d" (6._3)

(tR- r)_/

If Ni(O, ta) = n and the number of damages remaining after repair, NA(ta) = nA
(0 <_ nA <_ n), the cdf of Z.,_.(A)(Z) is,

Fx.,o._A_(_;tR,tlN_(0,tR)=,_nIVa(tR)=na) = [Fx_,_(,;tR,t)]"A (6.14)

Removing the conditions that Nt(ta) = n and NA(ta) = nA,

(-)p-_(1_p)(---_)Fx..o.c_,_(_;tR,t) = _ [Fx_A_(,,;tR,,')]"" -.4
n=O n A =0

n!

= exp[_p/o'"U(r)d.{l_Fx, a)(z;ta, t)} ] (6.15)

inwhich

p = P[A damage is not repaired at ta]

...- Fx(,:_,,;o,tR) (6.16)

Under the assumption that damage initiation is described by a Poisson process,
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Fx,_(_)(z;t)isgivenby

t)= t ,t) (6,17)

in which u(t) in Eqn.(6.8) is replaced by the nonstationary damage initiation rate after
repair, v_(t), defined by

v(t - tR) ; for part repaired

= (6.18)
u(t) ; forpartnot repaired

SubstitutionofEqns.(6.8),(6.17)and(6.15)intoEqn.(6.12)leadsto

F lt /x" fO tR
A',,_t ,tR, t)= exp[-p v(v)dv. {1 - FX(A)(z;tR, t)}

tu'(_')dr {1 FX(z;tR, t)}] (6.19)R

The mean and variance of the degradation function are evaluated by Eqns.(6.9) and
(6.10), respectively.

In some cases, only a portion of a component is inspected and possibly repaired. If
a % (in area, volume, etc.) of a component is inspected, the cdf of the degradation
function is evaluated by the law of total probability as,

a

Fx,,_=(z;tR, t) = a_._.. Fx,_=(zlrepaired) + (1 - 1-_). Fx,_(z not repaired)100

(6.20)

where Fx,_(z[repaired)and Fx,,_=(zlnotrepaired)are evaluatedby Eqn.(6.19)and
Eqn.(6.8),respectively.

General Detectability Function

In general, the detectability function, d(z), is not a step function but rather a non-
decreasing function of damage intensity (see Figure 6.2). Noting that a detectability
function has the same property as a cdf, i.e., non-decreasing and taking a value within
[0, 1], d(z) can be interpreted as describing an inspection with a step detectability ftmc-
tion in which the threshold value, Xth, is a random variable with cdf, Fx,_(z) = d(z).
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Ial short,

d(x) = P[Detect damage with intensity as small as x]

= P[X h<_x]
=

Fxth(x) can be interpreted as the distribution function of the smallest detectable defect
size.

The cdf of damage intensity in group (A) after inspection is evaluated using Bayes
theorem and the law of total probability (of. Eqn.(6.13)) as,

Fx(a)(z;tR, t)dz = P[X(t) < z[Not repaired at tR]

= P[X(t) < xlX(tR ) < Xth]

/ol= k. P[X(t) < x n X(tR) < Xth]" fX,.(X,h)dXth (6.22)

in which k is a normalizing constant so that Fx(a)(x; tR, t)is a legitimate cdf. Therefore,

1Fx(a)(x;tR, t) = k . Fxs, op(x;Zth)" FX(Xth;O, tR)" fXta(Xth)dxth (6.23)

where Fxs,_(x;Zth) is the cdf of damage intensity inspected with step detectability
function with a threshold value Zth, evaluated by Eqn.(6.15), and

fx,n(z)- -_-xd(_) (6.24)

The cdf of damage intensity in group (B) after inspection remains unchanged. The
mean and va: iance of the degradation function are evaluated by Eqns.(6.9) and (6.10),
respectively, .after substituting Eqns.(6.23) into (6.19). Eqn.(6.20) is still applicable if
only a portion of the component is inspected.

Partial Repair

Sometimes only damages with intensity greater than a critical value, zrr, are repaired. If
we assume that the true damage intensity is known, if detected, the cdf of the intensity
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of the damages in group (A) is,

Fx_)(,;tR, t) = P[X(t) < ,IX(tR) < X,h UX(tR) < _=]

£= k P[X(O<ZnX(tR)<max{Xth, X_,}]'IX,_(_th)a_th

= k. [Fx,,o,(_;_,h)"Fx(_,; O,ts). d(_,)

+ Fx,,o,(_;X,h).FX(_,h;0,tR). fx,_(_,h)eX_h](6.25)

Therefore,

_o 1FxcA)(z;ta, t) = k FXs,,p(z;Zth)' Fx(zth;O, ta)" fX,,(Zth)dZth (6.26)

where fx_q(z) is the derivative of an "equivalent" detectability function, deq(X), defined
as

0 ; 0<z<z_

deq(z) = (6.27)
d(z) ; _:c,.<z<l

In general, the true damage intensity is not known even if damage is detected. In-
stead, the intensity detected would be described by a conditional distribution function,

Fxllx(tR)(zxlz), where Xx is the damage intensity indicated by art inspection. This con-
ditional cdf can be formulated from experimental data. Then the cdf of the intensity of
the damage in group (A) is,

Yxc_,)(z; tR,t)
= P[X(t) < _,lX(ts) < Xth UXZ < z_,]
= k. {P[X(t) < z n X(tn) < Xth] + P[X(t) < z n Xz < z_]} (6.28)

where

r'[x(t)< _,n X(tR) < x,h]

Z1= Fxsttn(Z;Zth)" .Fx(Zth;O, tR ) • fXtt,(Zth)dZth (6.29)

and

P[X(t) < z n Xr,< z=]
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= fo 1 P[X($) < z n XI < xcrlX($/_) = Xth]" fX(Zeh, tR)dzth

fo P[X(t) < x f'l X(tR) XthlV[Xl < xerlX(tR) Xth]dXth
._, --. ..,,.

1 0

fX(Xth; tR)" CgXt-""hFxtx(ta)(Xer' Xth)dXth

Z= - [Fx,,.,(x; _th)" FX(Xth;O, tR)dx

oi o t"Oxt----£hfX(Xth;tR) O-£thFx'x(t")(_e_'x'h) ]dx,h (6.30)

Therefore, Fx_al (x; tR, t) is evaluated by the same expression as Eqn.(6.26), in which the
equivalent detectability function now is defined as

1 0

deq(x) = d(x) - fX(_th;tR) _xthFx,x(tR)(Xer,_th) (6.31)

6.2.3 Degradation with Initiation Period

As discussed in Chapter 2, the service life of a concrete structure is defined as the sum
of an initiation period and a propagation period for some degradation mechanisms such
as corrosion (Tuutti, 1982; Vesikari, 1988; Clifton, 1991). In such cases damages initiate
only after the initiation period, during which little or no degradation occurs. Let us
define the initiation period as ending at time tx_ when the first damage initiates and
assume that the damage initiation after tl_ is described by a Poisson process with mean
initiation rate, v(t). Assumptions (b), (c) and (d) made in Section 6.2.1 are also made
here. Then the same approach can be followed to determine the cdf of maximum damage
intensity before and after inspection/repair at time tR, except that there is one extra
damage which initiates at time txa.

The cdf, Fxl(x; t), of the intensity of the first damage, Xi(t), before inspection/repair
is_

Fx_(x;t) = P[C(t-tt_)_ < x]
x

With assumption (c), the cdf of maximum damage intensity at time t before inspec-
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tion/repair is,

FX,_._(z;t) = FX_(z;t). Fxm,e(z;tlt,t) (6.33)

in wluch Fxma_(z;tx, ,t)is given by Eqn.(6.8).

If the structure is inspected by an NDE method described by a step detectability
function and all detected damages are repaired completely, the cdf, F_,(z; t), of the
intensity of the first damage after inspection/repair at ta, if it is not repaired, is,

F_,(,;t)= Pie(t-t,,)_<_IC(tR-t,,)_<_,h]

-Pc rrdn (t- tl,)=' (tR- tl,)_ (6.34)..-- ..

Zth

With assumption (c), the cdf of maximum damage intensity at time t before an inspec-
tion/repair is expressed as

F_,._(.; t)= FL(_;t) •F_.,(.; tR,t) (0.35)

in which F_mae(z;ta, t) is given by Eqns.(6.8), (6.13), (6.16) and (6.19) in which 0 is
replaced by tA . Ignoring the initiation phase may lead to an overly pessimistic appraisal
of reliability (EMngwood and Mori, 1992). Therefore the appropriate evaluation of
initiation period is important to the reliability assessment.

8.2.4 Illustration of the Effect of a Single Inspection/Repair
Operation on Reliability

Step detectability function

In order to study a simple case, let us assume that:

(a) Every part of the structure is inspected (full inspection).

(b) The initiation of damages is described by a stationary Poisson process with
parameter v which is dependent on structure surface area or volume.

(c) Damage grows linearly as a function of time as described by Eqn.(6.1) with
a=l.

(d) The degradation rate, C, is lognormally distributed with two possible mean
values, Pc = 0.00125 or 0.0025, which corresponds to E[X(40)ITI - 0] = 0.05
or 0.10, respectively, and with coefficient of variation, Src = 0.5.
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(e) The detectability function is the step function described by Eqn.(6.11).

The mean and c.o.v, of G(t) evaluated by Eqns.(6.9) and (6.10) are shown in Figures
6.4(a) and 6.4(b), respectively, corresponding to linear damage growth rate E[X (40)[Tx =
0] = 0.05 and 0.10. The mean of the degradation function, g(t), decreases as v increases,
as would be expected. The low values of the c.o.v, of G(t) for g(t) > 0.6 suggest that it
is reasonable to evaluate the time-dependent reliability of a component considering only
the first-order statistics (mean, median or mode) of its degradation function.

The effect of repairing all detected damages on E[G(t)] = g(t) is illustrated using
several simple parametric representations of damage initiation, growth and detectability.
It is assumed that the expected rate of occurrence of new damage indicators, v, is 5/year.
Inspection/repair is carried out at tR=20 years. Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) show the mean
degradation function for no repair and for several detection thresholds xth greater than
0.01. As expected, the mean degradation function decreases as the threshold of damage
detection increases. It can also be noted that an inspection method with a specified
threshold of detection is relatively more effective for the case in which E[X(40)ITI = 0]
= 0.10 and degradation occurs more rapidly.

Failure probabilities evaluated with the degradation functions illustrated in Figures
6.5(a) and 6.5(b) are presented in Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) for the reinforced concrete
component designed for flexure as before, using the design load combination for dead
plus live load in ACI Standard 349 (1990),

0.9M, = 1.4D, + 1.7L. (6.36)

in which Mn = no:t.ninal strength determined from specified steel and concrete strengths
and component dimensions and D,_ and L,_ are specified nominal dead and live loads.
The probabilistic models of the loads are presented in Table 3.1. The initial resistance,
Ro, is described by a lognormal distribution, with mean of 1.15M,, and c.o.v, of 0.15
and it is assumed for illustrative purposes that L,_ = D,_. The slope of F(t) changes
at the time of repair. An inspection with a lower detection threshold flattens the slope
and, accordingly, leads to a lower time-dependent failure probability subsequent to the
inspection.

General detectability function

The effect on the mean degradation function of inspection/repair described by several
general detectability functions is illustrated in Figures 6.'/'(a) and 6. ?(b). All assumptions
in the previous section are made except for assumption (e). Two detectability functions
are considered; in the first, Xeh is uniformly distributed (i.e., d(z) is linear between x,n/,_
and a:,,_, where d(x,n_,) = 0 and g(z,n_) = 1), while in the second, Xth is lognormaUy
distributed with mean, _zxth, equal to 0.03 or 0.05, and coefficient of variation, Vxth,
equal to 0.3 or 0.5. The mean of the degradation function now must be evaluated by
Monte Carlo simulation. Linear damage growth models with E[X(40)]T_ = 0] = 0.05
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or 0.10 are considered and it is assumed that the rate of damage initiation, v, is 5/year
and inspection/repair is carried out at tR = 20 years. The mean degradation function
decreases as Vxth increases (which would result in lower reliability); however, the effect
of uncertainty in detectability, measured by the general shape of d(z) (Figure 6.2), is
not significant and decreases with elapsed time since inspection. This insensitivity of
the mean degradation to the choice of detectability function suggests that a general
detectability ftmction might be approximated for practical purposes by a step fmlction
with Zth = #Xt_. This would be advantageous because information on _zxt_ may be
more readily available based on current experience with reinforced concrete structures
than information on d(z). Indeed, for certain structures, only visual inspection of ex-
posed surfaces may be feasible, making information other than #xth nearly impossible
to estimate.

6.3 Degradation Function after m th Inspection/ Repair

During the service life of a structure, more than one inspection/repair might be car-
ried out. In such a case, the degradation function of a component/structure after, say,
the rn th inspection/repair must be estimated taking the effects of the preceding inspec-
tions/repairs into account. Assume that a component is inspected/repaired at times
tR = _tR_, tR2,. •.., tR_ }. Each inspection is carried out using an NDE method described
by a step detectability function with threshold value zth_, j = 1,...,m, and all de-
tected damages are repaired. Then the cdf of the intensity of the damage which initiates
witlfin the interw_l of (tR__,,tR_] (t_ 0 = 0) and remains after rn th inspection/repair,

F(:J)(z; t, tR, z_th) (which will be expressed as F(YJ)(z; t, m) for simplicity in the follow-
ing), is,

P c(t- Tz)_ < • n C(tR_- Tr)_ < _,h_

= (6.38)

P C(tR_ -TI) _ < zth_
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Assume for the moment that the number of damages which initiate within the interval

of (t/zj_l, t/zi ], Nz(t/zi_l,t/zi) , is n; F(x'J)(z; t, m) is expressed as (cf. Eqns.(6.13)),

[ " ( )"',,_-, k=_ (ts, - _-)" fw,(,)a,

'' ,lit'lc< "'",,,_-, k=j (tR,,-_')"/w,b')d_"

k-j (t -V)_' (t,_ - _-)'- /w,(_-)e_-
= _%-' (6.39)

,,.__,k--j(t,,-,)" .fw,(_')d_"

If the number of damages remaining after tR.,, Nn, is nra, then the cdf of the maximum

intensity of the damages which initiated within the interval of (t/zj_l, tl_j ] and remain

, Y('_)It.t_),is,after tm _-ma=_ ,

F,,.C-_):-.t)= [F_x'J)(_,;t,,'r,)]''" (6.40)

, r,('J)t_..t)isex-Removing the conditioningsof NI(t,r,i_, tr_j)= n and Nm = nn, _xm,,=x,_,
pressedas,

FxC'j) :-.t)=_p[-p_,,(tR_ tR__,){1Fcx'J)(_;t,m)}] (6.41)

inwhich

pj = P[a damage remains without being repaired after tR..]

-- F(X"J)(Zth,_;tR,,,, m - 1) (6.42)

Finally, the cdf, F_maffi(z; t) of the maximum intensity of damages existing at time t
after the m ta inspection/repair is,

F._,.,,,,=(z; t) = P[max{X,_=(t,,,;t), rr_axXX('J)ttj=lt. ,,,_ ,,, t:_a,1,< z]

-- rx_,o.(_;t,,, t) . II -x,_..,-,_('J)_'"t) (6.4z1
j=l
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in which Fxr, a:_(z;tl_,_ t) and _('J) (x t) evaluated by Eqn.(6.8) and Eqn. (6.41),, _ xmaz, ; are
respectively.

The mean degradation function can be evaluated by Eqn.(6.9). An extensive com-
putational effort is required to evaluate the mean degradation function because the in-
tegrand in Eqn.(6.39) is discontinuous. However, if

tRi/tRi _>Xth_/Zth, (6.44)

for j > i, Eqn.(6.39) can be simplified as,

X X thra

m)= - (6.45)
Xthj

dtRj_ 1

The condition of Eqn.(6.44) is achieved if the same detection threshold values are as-
sumed for all inspections.

Illustration of Full Inspection Strategies

The effect of repairs on the mean degradation function is illustrated in Figures 6.8(a) -
6.8(b) making assumptions (a)- (e) from the previous illustration. It is assumed that
the mean initiation rate of new damages, v, is 5/year and a damage grows linearly after
its initiation (a = 1). Inspections]repairs are carried out at 20, 30, 40 and 50 years
with (a) zthS = Zth = 0.05 when E[X(40)lT_r = 0] = 0.05 and (b) Zths = Zth = 0.08
when E[X(40)ITI = 0] = 0.10. For comparison, the mean degradation functions for a
component without repair and for a component with one inspection/repair at 30 years
with Zth = 0.01 are also presented in the figures. With multiple repairs, the mean
degradation function can be kept within a narrow range during the service life of a
structure; the width and the location of the range can be controlled by the frequency
and the threshold value of the inspections.

Failure probabilities evaluated with the degradation functions illustrated in Figures
6.8(a) - 6.8(5) are presented in Figures 6.9(a) - 6.9(5). The component is designed for
flexure by Eqn.(6.36), and the load and initial _,'ength statistics are same as before.
As illustrated in Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(b), the slope of F(t) changes at the time of
repair. Although the change of slope due to repair with Zth = (a) 0.05 or (b) 0.08 is
not as large as that with Zth = 0.01, the combined effect of multiple repairs with Zth
= (a) 0.05 or (b) 0.08 leads to a failure probability during 60 years that is compatible
with that of the single intensive repair. This suggests the existence of an optimum
inspection/maintenance strategy with which the failure probability of the component is
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kept below an established target probability during its service life and the total expected
cost, defined as the sum of the cost of inspections/repairs and the expected loss due to
failure, is minimized. Optimum inspection strategies are discussed in detail later in this
chapter.

6.4 Partial Inspection Strategies

In many instances only a small part of a structure or a component is inspected to assess its
condition because of the cost of inspection. Inherent in this procedure is the assumption
that any part of the component is representative of the component as a whole, and the
rest of the component is amenable to a statistical representation (Chapman, 1983). At
each time when a partial inspection is carried out we gain some information about the
strength and degradation of the component and make a decision whether or not to repair
the component, depending on the result of the inspection. Assume that each inspection
is carried out by a procedure described by a step detectability function. A decision policy
at each inspection can be established as follows:

1. Inspect a% of the component (Stage I).

2. If the maximum intensity of damages detected at Stage I, XmaxI(ta), is less than
the predetermined critical value, zc_, then perform no further inspection until the
next scheduled inspection.

3. If Xmax.r(tR) >_ zt,, then inspect another a% of the component (Stage II).

4. If the maximum intensity of damages detected at Stage II, Xrna_II(tR), is less than
z_, then perform no further inspection until the next scheduled inspec.tion.

5. If Xma=II(tR) _> zt,, then inspect the entire component and repair all detected
damages (Stage III).

6. If a Stage III inspection is carried out at frj, then during the rest of its service life
the component will be fully inspected and all detected damages will be repaired.

7. The parameters of the degradation model are updated after each partial inspection
(Stage I and Stage II) but the component is not repaired. Since the portion of
a component partially inspected is generally small, the impact of repairing the
detected damages on the degradation function and thus on the failure probability
of the component is small.

This decisionpolicyissummarized in Figure6.10.A seriesofpartialinspectionswith
thispolicyleadsto a decisiontreeasshown inFigure6.11.A similartreewas used by
Thoft-Christensenand Sorensen(1987)with a simplerpolicy.Although otherpolicies
can be envisioned,thispolicyisconsistent,in a generalsense,with acceptancecriteria
currentlyin use forweldmentsand certainothercriticalstructures.The totalnumber
ofbranchesafterthe m ehinspectionis2m + 2m-1 -l-I.
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Besides the assumptions (a) - (d) made in Section 6.2.1, assume that the mean
damage initiation rate, v, and the mean of the damage growth rate, C, are random
variables jointly distributed with pdf, f_(_,,7). Furthermore, assume that the cdf of
the maximum intensity of damages existing at time t without repair can be evaluated

approximately by Eqns.(6.5), (6.6) and (6_=.8)by substituting v(m-) = #_ and C = _uc,
where #v and #c are the means of # and C, respectively.

After each inspection #v and _c are updated depending on the decision made at the
inspection, i.e., the path to be taken in Figure 6.11. Based on Bayes theorem (Benjamin

and Cornell, 1970), the posterior joint density function of v and C, ]_{i(_, r/), is,

II , I If:; fr(C,7)= kL(;,,TJ ,7) (6.46)

in which k is a normahzing constant, L(_, 7/11)is the likehhood function of taking a path

given v = _ and C = r/, and f_(_, tj) is the prior joint density of v and C. Then the
parameters of the degradation model are updated as,

- Cf"- _{x(_, r/)dr/d¢ (6.47)

:0:0

At an inspection, one of three decisions is made. The probabilities of making each
decision are,

P[Stage II = Fxm==(_cr; 0, tR) (6.49)

P[Stage II] = [1 - Fx,_a=(x=;O, tR)]Fx,_a=(_.cr;O, tR) (6.50)

P[Stage III] = [1 - Fx,_..(xo,; O,tR)] 2 (6.51)

in which Fxrna=(x; O, t) is evaluated by Eqn.(6.8) substituting v -- a#_/100 and #c
Therefore, the likelihood function of taking any path is,

L(_,,71I) = II P[Stage I at tR,{v = ¢,-C = 71]
i

• II P[Stage II at triIv= ¢,-C = 77]
Y

•P[Result of the k 0' inspectionlv = _,C = 7/] (6.52)
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Illustration of Partial Inspection Strategies

In orderto study a simplecase,letus assume thatpriorto the firstinspectionv and
C are statistically independent and uniformly distributed within the intervals of +50 %
from their mean values. Then the prior joint pdf of u and C is given by

1
le(C, _) - (6.53)Pu • PC

The effect of variabihties in u and C on the mean and c.o.v, of a degradation function
without inspection/repair is illustrated in Figure 6.12 assuming that _ = 5/year and
damages grow linearly. Mean g(t) and VG(t) with deterministic u and C are also shown in
Figures 6.12(a) and 6.12(b). The difference in g(t) between these two cases_ is negligible
and the difference in Va(t) is small. Since the vari_bihties in u and C are decreased
by updating the joint pdf at each path taken after a partial inspection (cf. Eqn.(6.46)),

Vc(t) with partial inspections will be smaller than that without partial inspections. Thus,
the result of partial inspection strategies can be compared with those of full inspection
strategies.

The effect of partial or possible full inspection/repair on the failure probability of
a component is illustrated in Figures 6.13(a) and 6.13(b). The component is designed
for flexure by Eqn.(6.36). The statistics of the initial resistance and of the loads are
the same as those used in two previous examples. Partial inspections are scheduled at
20, 30, 40 and 50 years. 5 % of the component is inspected at each partial inspection.
As an additional constraint, if a Stage III inspection is carried out at 20 years, the
component also is fully inspected/repaired at 40 years. However, if a Stage III inspection
is carried out at 30 years or later, the component is not inspected/repaired during the
rest of its service life. The critical value for decision at partial inspection, x_, and
the threshold value of damage detection for full inspection are same at all inspections
and equal (a) 0.03 and (b) 0.05. For the purpose of comparison, the result of the full
inspection strategy described in Figure 6.9 is also shown in the Figure 6.13. These partial
inspection strategies are compatible with the full inspection str,tegies in terms of failure
probability for a lifetime of 60 years. Thus, the choice of a ,crategy should be based on
the expected total cost associated with each inspection strategy.

The applicationofthe abovemethodologyofconditionassessmentand lifeprediction
ofconcretestructuresto determinetheoptimum inspection/repairstrategiesisdemon-
stratedinthe next section.
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6.5 Optimum Inspection/Repair Strategy

Costs of inspection and repair may be a significant part of the overall lifetime cost of
a concrete structure. These costs should be balanced by the benefits to be gained,
both in economic and reliability terms. There are tradeoffs between the extent and
accuracy of inspection, required level of reliability, and cost. One can perform this
tradeoff by defining an objective function that takes into account the cost of failure,
cost of inspection, and costs of repair. The failure probability of a component during its
service life, F(t), provides one of several constraints on the optimization.

To design an optimum inspection/maintenance program, the following optimization
problem must be solved:

Minimize CT

Subject to F(tL) <__P/T (6.54)

in wlnch PYr is an established target failure probability during the service life, tL, of a
component/structure and CT is the total cost of inspection/repair plus expected losses
due to failure of a structure. Other possible constraints might include the minimum
and maximum time intervals between inspections, and the minimum threshold value of
detection of the NDE method which is available.

Some studies have been done to determine optimal inspection/maintenance strategies
for metallic structures subjected to fatigue, assuming that a component is replaced if
the intensity of detected damage exceeds a critical value (e.g., Thoft-Christensen and
Sorensen, 1987). The cost of repair (i.e., cost of replacement) was assumed to be constant
in these studies. However, a component may not be replaced; instead, only detected
damages might be repaired. In this case, the cost of repair would be a function of
damage intensities to be repaired. This aspect also should be considered in designing an
optimum strategy.

Optimum inspection/repair strategies are illustrated using several parametric repre-
sentations of relative cost of inspection, repair and losses due to structural failure. In
order to study a simple case, let us assume that:

(a) Damage grows linearly as a function of time as described by Eqn.(6.1) with
a=l.

(b) The degradation rate, C, is lognormally distributed with a mean value that
is allowed to vary (see Table 6.1) and a c.o.v., Vc = 0.5.

(c) The detectability function is the step function described by Eqn.(6.11),

(d) All detected damages are repaired.
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Let us assume that the total cost can be expressed as

CT = Ci,_, + C, ep + C] . F(tz) (6.55)

in which Cina is expected inspection cost, C, ep is expected repair cost, and Cf is the loss
due to structural failure. Assume further that C/ is constant, and Cino and C_ep are
evaluated by the following formulas:

j=l

rrt

= a/no(1 - Z,h) b _ E[Ai,,_] (6.56)
j=l

ggt

•_,_, = arep" E E[A'e_J]E[Xma=(tRi )]2 (6.57)
j=l

in which a/n, and a,.ep are constants, Ain,_ and A,epj are the normalized area (or volume)
of a component to be inspected and repaired at the ]_h inspection, respectively, and

X, nax(taj) is the maximum damage intensity prior to the repair at tR_. In Eqns.(6.56)
and (6.57), it is assumed that Cin, depends on the quality and extent of inspection, while
C,.ep is a linear function of the area to be repaired and a nonlinear function of maximum
damage intensity to be repaired. The parameter, b, in Eqn.(6.56) is set equal to 20 so
that Ci,, I,,h=0.1C/n, I,,n=o.01 _ 0.15. For strategies involving full inspections,

E[Ai,oj] = E[A,,pj] = 1 for j = 1,...,m (6.58)

The component is designed for flexure by Eqn.(6.36), assuming that Ln = Dh. The
initial resistance, Ro, is described by a lognormal distribution, with mean of 1.15Mn and
c.o.v, of 0.15. The probabilistic models of load events are presented in Table 3.1. No
data could be located to define the costs of inspection, repair and failure in absolute
terms. Thus, several cases were considered in which the relative costs were varied to
determine the sensitivity of the optimal strategy to these relative costs. These relative
costs of inspection, repair and losses due to failure determined by o_in,, o_rep, and C/in
Eqns.(6.55) - (6.57) are summarized iz_ Table 6.1. P/r is assumed to equal 4 × 10 -4 in
60 years.

The gradient-based nonlinear optimization program MINOS (Murtagh and Saunders,
1987) was employed to perform the minimum cost optimization. Since the mathematical
programming problem expressed by Eqn.(6.54) is nonconvex, _he solution depends on the
starting point and might be locally rather than globally optimum. To test the validity
of a solution, several different starting points were selected. In the following, "optimum
._olution" means a locally optimum solution.
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The future inspection and repair costs have not been discounted to present worth in
the interest of simplicity.

Full Inspection Strategies

The decision variables are the times at which inspections/repairs are carried out, t a =
{tR1,..., tR,,}, and the threshold value of detection for inspections, Zehl = ... = zth,, =
Zth. The number of inspections, m, during the service life of a structure is considered
to be given. The influence of m can be taken into account by solving the optimization
problem for a number of different values of m and comparing the optimum total costs
CT. The value, m, with the smallest CT is the optimal value for m. With this approach,
the more comr, licated integer programming problem can be avoided (Thoft-Christensen
and Sorensen, 1987).

Besides the constraint on failure probability in Eqn.(6.54), the following constraints
are introduced by assuming that operational characteristics of the structure preclude
inspection more often than every 4 years and that zeh of the best available inspection
procedure, Zth,_i_, is either 0.05 or 0.005"

AtRc. > 4 years, ] = 1,...,m+ 1 (6.59)

Z_h >_ zth,_,, (6.60)

in which Ataj = taj - ta;_,, ta0 = 0 and tR,_+l : tL.

The optimum solutions for full inspection/repair strategies with given values of m are
shown in Tables 6.2 - 6.9 and the expected cost associated with these solutions and the
mean degradation function associated with the optimum policy are presented in Figures
6.14 - 6.21. In the first three examples, the same structural component is considered but
the ratios among ai,_o, a,.,p, and Cf are different. When the repair is relatively expensive
(Table 6.2 and Figures 6.14(a) and 6.14(b)), ta, tends to shift toward the early period
of the service life. With this strategy, the componen_ can be repaired when it is lightly
damaged, and accordingly, the cost of repair can be reduced. If the service life of a
component is extended beyond tL = 60 years, a large repair cost may be incurred at
that time. Because there is some time between the last scheduled inspection/repair and
tL, the component would be degraded relatively heavily at tL (cf. Figure 6.!4(b)). If it
is considered possible at the time of the reliability analysis that the service life might
be extended, another constraint, such as a lower bound of g(t), would be recommended.
Since the inspection is relatively inexpensive, Zeh has little effect on the total cost, and
accordingly, the optimal Zth equals its lower bound (Eqn.(6.60)). Moreover, since only
the minimum extent of repair is performed to meet the constraint in terms of failure
probability, the failure probability equals its upper bound (Eqn.(6.54)). The optimum
number of inspections/repairs is three; ho_,¢ever, the total cost function is insensitive to
m if 2 < m _ 5 (cf. Figure 6.14(a)). _n this case, then, 2 inspections might be an
acceptable alternative policy.
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When the total expected cost is dominated by the expected losses due to struc-
tural failure (Table 6.3 for m = 1,...,5 and Figures 6.15(a) and 6.15(b)), the failure
probability associated with the optimal strategy does not reach its upper bound; inspec-
tion/repair should be carried out with the best available method of damage detection at _-
nearly uniform intervals during the lifetime of the component. With this strategy, the
m:_ximum effect of repair on reducing failure probability can be obtained. Based on this
observation, the optimum full inspection policy is to perform inspections/repairs at uni-
form intervals during the service Lifewith the best available method of damage detection.
The expected total cost of these strategies is also presented in Figure 6.15(a). Since the
failure probability can be reduced by increasing the number of inspections/repairs, the
optimum number of inspections, m_z, reaches its upper bound (cf. Eqn.(6.59)) of 14.
With this strategy, the strength of the component can be kept near its original state
thro,_ghout its service life (cf. Figure 6.15(b)). The reduction of CT by increasing m is
small for m greater than about 7.

In the third example (Table 6.4 and Figures 6.16(a) and 6.16(b)), it is assumed that
the repair cost is constant and that losses due to structural failure are small and can
be exc!uded from the optimization problem. Irt this case, the objective function can be
rewritten as,

Minimize Ci,_ (6.61)

Given that the number of inspections is rn, the first inspection is carried out later than in
Examples 1 and 2. A component needs to be damaged relatively heavily for a relatively
cursory NDE method to have much impact on the reliability of the component. The
later inspections (for m > 1) are scheduled approximately uniformly through the rest
of the service life. This result is consistent with the results of a previous study (Thoft-
Christensen and Sorensen, 1987), which showed that the first inspection interval of the
optimum inspection strategy for a metallic component subjected to fatigue is larger than
subsequent intervals between inspections, assuming that only the inspection cost depends
on the decision variables. Therefore, it is important to estimate the cost of inspection for
each NDE method available, the cost of repair given the level of damage, and the losses
due to structural failure before determining the optimum inspection/repair strategy.

In the fourth example (Table 6.5 and Figures 6.17(a) and 6.17(b)), the damage growth
rate and the relative cost are the same as that of Example 1 but Zth_,_ is increased to
0.05. The optimization problem is solved for m >_ 3 because the constraint on failure
probability cannot be met when rn < 2. The times of inspection shift toward the later
stage of service life because an NDE method with relatively large detection threshold
cannot work effectively if the damage intensity is small. As a result, the intensities of
detected damages are relatively large, which leads to expensive repair. The optimum
number of inspections/repairs is three; however, CT is insensitive to m for 3 < rn < 5.

In the fifth and sixth examples, zth,_,_ and the relative cost are the same as those in
Example 1 (cf. Table 6.2 and Figures 6.14(a) and 6.14(b)), but the drainage growth rate
is different. For the case that E[X(40)IT.r = 0] = 0.03 (Table 6.6 and Figures 6.18(a) and
6.18(b)), the optimization problem is solved for m <_3 because reductions in CT are not
expected with a larger number of inspections; for the case that E[X(40)ITI .- 0] = 0.10
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(Table 6.7 and Figures 6.19(a) and 6.19(b)), it is solved for 3 < m <_ 9 because the
constraint on failure probability cannot be met when m _<2. Optimum inspection/repair
times, t_R, shift toward the later period of the service life as the mean degradation rate
increases. The number of inspection/repair operations required at the optimum strategy
increases with the mean degradation rate (m_ = 1 for E[X(40)ITr ---0] = 0.03, rn_t = 3
for E[X(40)ITr = 0] = 0.05 and rncpt - 8 for E[X(40)ITI = 0] = 0.10). Thus, knowledge
of the mean degradation rate is also important for designing the optimum inspection
strategy.

In the seventh and eighth examples, it is assumed that damages grow nonlinearly, but
that the other parameters are the same as those in Example 1. The optimum solutions for
square root damage growth are presented in Table 6.8 and Figures 6.20(a) and 6.20(b),
while those for parabolic damage growth are presented in Table 6.9 and Figures 6.21(a)
and 6.21(b). As observed in Example 1, tR_ shifts toward the early period of the service
life when relative repair cost is high. However, since the component degrades relatively
rapidly in the early stage of its service life for the case of square root dart.age growth
(a = 0.5 in Eqn.(6.1)), more frequent maintenance is required than for the case when
damages grow linearly. When damages grow parabolicaUy (a = 2 in Eqn.(6.1)), relatively
infrequent inspections can keep the strength of the component at near its original state
so that the stage of rapid damage growth can be avoided during the intended service life.
Thus, the additional constraint of maximum damage level at tL is more important than
in the case of linear damage growth if the service life might be extended. The optimum
number of inspections/repairs increases as _ in Eqn.(6.1) decreases.

The intervals between inspections/repairs are nearly uniform in these examples re-
gardless of damage accumulation. It is assumed that damage initiation is stationary and
the threshold value of damage detection is the same in all cases. Since most rapidly grow-
ing damages which are overlooked at an inspection initiate after the previous inspection,
the damage intensity remaining immediately following an inspection is nearly identically
distributed after the second _nspection/repair. If damage initiation is nonstationary, the
intervals decrease as the damage initiation rate increases as seen in Examples 1, 5 and
6.

Partial Inspection Strategies

The decision policy for partial inspection strategies described in the preceding section
is also employed here. In the optimization of a partial inspection strategy, there exists
a number of decision variables, such as the number of partial inspections to be sched-
uled, m/,, critical value of decision at the ith partial inspection, zcr_, times at which
the ith partial inspection is carried out, tp_, the number of full inspections after a Stage
III inspection is performed at tp_ (Branch i), mi, the threshold value of the jth inspec-
tion/repair in Branch i, zth_j, and the time at which full inspection/repair is carried
out in Branch i, tltij. Because extensive computational effort is required to optimize al]
decision, variables, the following relations among variables are assumed:

=c_i = x_ (6.62)
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z¢/_j = zfk (6.63)

Zth = Zc_ (6.64)

ta = ta+ (i-i)At ,
tR_j = trex + (j - 1)htR_ (6.66)

AtRi = a.a . tp_ (6.67)

mi = mp-i+1 (6.68)

;for y = 1,...,mi and i = 1,..._mp

in which At/, and At& are the intervads between partial inspections and those between
full inspections/repairs after a Stage III inspection is carried out, respectively, lhlrther-
more, it was observed in the ana]ysis oi' optimum full inspection/repair strategies that
Zth tends to take the minimum value when inspection is inexpensive relative to repair
and failure costs. Since this usually is the case in practice, it can be assumed that
zth = zta._i.. Thus, the problem is reduced to one having three decision variables, rpl,
Atp, and aR.

The optimum partial inspection strategies for Example I (see Table 6.1) are presented
in Table 6.10. Because of the large number of branches, extensive computational effort
is required to obtain the optimum solution by MINOS for ml, - 4. AJternatively, the
optimum solutions were obtained by solving with several combinations of (t/t, Atp, aR).
The optimum full inspection/repair strategy is also presented in Table 6.10 for compar-
ison. The optimum partial inspection strategy (mp = 4) is slightly more cost-efficient
(CT = 11.4) than the optimum full inspection/repair strategy (CT = 11.5). The benefit
of partial inspection/repair would increase if aLI decision variables were optimized.

On the other hand, a partial inspection/repair strategy is less feasible than the opti-
mum full inspection/repair strategy when the total expected cost is dominated by losses
due to structural failure (cf. Table 6.3 and Figure 6.15). In such a case, the component
should be repaired frequently so that the hazard function and failure probability are kept
small.

6.6 Illustration with One-way Slab

Up to this point, the methodology for condition assessment and life prediction of concrete
structures has been illustrated using simple conceptual modds. In order to provide a
more practical itlustration, the methodology is applied to the evaluation of a simply
supported one-way slab (see Figure 6.22(a)) subjected to corrosion of reinforcement
initiated following carbonation of the the concrete cover. Let us assume that,

(a) The slab is subjected to time invariant dead load, D, and intermittent rive
load L, both of which are distributed uniformly, on the slab.

(b) The slab fails only due to flexure,
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(c) The slab is under-reinforced, and fails if all the reinforcing bars yield,

(d) The internal moment within the midspan range +0.225l due to the dead and
live load is nearly uniform and equals (D + L)12/8 (see Figure 6.22(b) and
6.22(c)). This assumption simplifies the reliability analysis and provides a
conservative estimate of the failure probability of the slab,

(e) Yielding of reinforcing bars occurs only within the midspan range -4-0.225t;
the probability that any reinforcing bar yields outside this range is negligible,

(f) Compressive strength of the concrete changes with time due to continuous
hydration of cement, while the section area of the reinforcement decreases
with time due to corrosion. Other engineering properties of the slab are time-
invariant.

6.6.1 Degradation Function of One-Way Slab

As reinforcing bars are generally ductile, the one-way slab can be modeled as a strictly
parallel system composed of ductile components. The reinforcing bars are assumed to be
supplied by the same manufacturer, and thus the yield strengths and the section areas
of reinforcing bars are assumed to be perfectly correlated. Because a one-way slab can
be modeled as a beam, its initial flexural strength, Ro, is expressed as (ACI 318, 1989),

Ro "- oLo(1- 0.59ao)bd2Fc2. (6.69)

in which

(6.70)
C_0 _--- Fc=s

ntAt _ reinforcement ratio (6.71)
Po = bd

Ft,8 is the compressive strength of concrete at 28 days, nt is the number of reinforcing
bars, and Fu and A_ are yield strength and section area of a reinforcing bar, respectively.
Similarly, the flexural strength at time t, R(t), is expressed as,

R(t) = a(t)(1 - 0.59a(t))bd2Fe(t) (6.'/2)

in which

p(t)F (673)
= F,(t)
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nt

_A,,(,)
p(t) = _=_ (6.74)bd

Ft(t) is the compressive strength of concrete at time t and

A,,(t) = rnin{At,_(t)} (6.75)
all j

in which At_ (t) is the residual section area at location i of the i '_ reinforcing bar at time
t. Then the degradation function of the slab is,

R(t) (6.r6)
G(t) = Ro

P(t)F_ [1-O'59 \ Fc(t) ]]

poF_[1 ooF_

A,,(t) 1 - 0.59

1 Fv

l_-,A¢i(t) . . ,,.,.,i=1 At (6.77)

Now let us define the intensity of damage at location j of the ith reinforcing bar at

time t as,

A,,_(t) (8.7S)
Xii(t) = 1 At

Then the degradation function of the ith reinforcing bar is,

Gi(t) = 1 - m._. {Xij(t)} (6.79)
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= =u_ (6.8o)
At

= A,,(0 (6.81)
At

Since the expected value of Gi(t) can be approximated by

thedegradationfunctionoftheone-way slabcan be expressedas,

i - O.59.,A,(E[G,(t)] F,
bdFc(t))] (6.83)

c(_)__ta,(_)l [_-o.59,,A,( F,bdFc,,)]

The mean degradation function of the one-way slab can be evaluated approximately by,

1 -- 0.59nt.E,[At] (E[Gi(t)] E[Fy]bdE[F¢(t)])]

E[G(t)] _ E[Vi(t)] [1 - 0.59ntE[A=] ( E[F,] '_] (6._4)\ bdi_[Fc=.] J J

in which E[Ci(t)] can be evaluated by Eqns.(6.9) and (6.19).

6.6.2 Description of Slab Analyzed

The dimensionsof the one-way slaband the nominal materialstrengthareshown in
Table6.11.The reinforcementratiooftheslabis

ntat (6.85)P = b-"d-

4/124
10

30--
12

= 0.0110 (6.86)
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The nominal flexural strength of the one-way slab, Mn is given by

M. = _d2f_,o(1- 0.59_o) (6.87)

where

ao = Po__..__u
f, (_.88)

0.0110.60
4

= 0.165 (6.89)

Thus,

M. = 30(_0/12)'(4._2')0._65(_-0.59.0._65)
= 1787(kip-ft) (6.90)

It isassumed that thisslabisdesignedbased on the currentdesignrequirementof
concretestructuresexpressedby Eqn.(6.36)and thatL, = D,_.The nominal combined
loadeffectof dead and liveloadis1039 kip-ft,or then_minalloadeffectsofdead and
liveloadareboth 519.5kip-ft.The correspondingnominaluniformload,Q,_,isrelated
tonominalloadeffectas

I 2 (_.91)D,,+L.= =Q.bl

Therefore,Qn = 0.308kips/ft2.The selfweightoftheone-way slabis0.141kips/ft2.

The initialresistanceoftheone-wayslab,R0,isdescribedby a lognormaldistribution
withmean value,DJz= 1.12Mn,and the coefficientofvariation0.14(cf.Table3.3).The
liveload effectis describedby a Type I largestvaluedistributionwith mean value,
_r = 0.4L,,and thecoefficientof variation0.5.Sincethe effectofvariationof dead
loadon the failureprobabilityofa component issmallas illustratedin Chapter 4,the
intensityofdead loadisassumed tobe deterministicand equalto_z).

For ordinaryconcreteshelteredfrom rainand withoutcracks,the depthofcarbona-
tionisexpressedby Eqns.(2.6)and (2.7).Ifthewater-cementratioequals0.5and ifthe
concretecoverofthereinforcingbarsis1 inch(25mm), the inductionperiod,t,r,is

[ 25 ]tx= 26(0.5-_._),+ 1.6 = 90y_, (6.92)
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Therefore,thecorrosionofreinforcementdue tocarbonationwould notbe a problemfor
an ordinaryconcretestructure.However,concretestructuresaresusceptibleto cracking
due to shrinkage,freeze-thawcycling,excessivetensilestresses,etc.In general,these
crackshave littleeffecton the compressivestrengthof concrete.However, the carbon
dioxideof the airpenetratesthe concretemore easilyat a crackth,,nat an unbroken
concretesurface(Vesikari,1988),and theinductionperiodofcarbonationmay decrease.
The depth ofcarbonationat a crackisobtainedfrom Eqn.(2.8).Ifthe thicknessofthe
concretecoveris1 inch(25mm) and crackwidthis4×10 -s inch(0.1mm), theinduction
periodis

tl = (25/50)'. (1/0.1) 2 = 6.3 years (6.93)

Since the initiation time of a crack and its width is random, let us assume that the
initiation of corrosion is described by Poisson process with parameter v(t) expressed as,

0 , fort<t"
u(t)= (6.94)

u , fort>t"

For illustration,letus assumethat

• t" isdeterministicand equaltoi0 years.As shown in Chapter4,thevariabilityin
theinitiationperiodisnegligible.

• The mean initiationrateof corrosionwithinthe criticalareaof a bar, vbaris
0.05/bar/year(susceptibleareaonly);i.e.the mean initiationrateof corrosion
withinthe criticalareaofthe slabis4.5/year,

• The intensityofa damage due to corrosionis,

4Rc.
Xij(t) _ ---ff-(t- TI) (6.95)

in which R_ isthe corrosionrateand 7'/isthe initiationtime of the corrosion;

Eqn.(6.95)isvalidifthedepthofcorrosionissmallrelativetothediameterofthe
reinforcingbar.

• Rr isa time-invariantrandom variabledescribedby a lognormaldistributionwith
mean value,#Rc,of1.2× 10-3 inch/year(30#m/year) and coefficientofvariation,
VRc,of0.5(Vesikari,1988).Then the damage growth rate,C, inEqn.(6.1),

C = 4Rc
D (6.96)
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is also a time-invariant ra._dom variable described by a lognormal distribution with
Vc = 0.5. The mean of the damage growth rate, #c, equals 6.40 × 10-3/year for D
= 3/4 inch(19mm),

• The 28-day specified compressive strength of concrete equals 4000 psi (27.6 MPa).
The mean compressive strength at 28 days is evaluated by the equation in Table
3.2,

• Concrete matures with time; the compressive strength increases during the first 10
years and does not change thereafter. The mean compressive strength at time t is
evaluated by Eqn.(2.2) with a -- 0.541, and _ = 0.138. Substituting E[Fc(28 days)]
= 4160 psi into Eqn.(2.2) (in psi units) leads to

2250 + 5731nt, t < 10 yearsE[Fe(t)]- 6950 t _>10 years (6.97)

in which t is in days. The uncertainty in Ft(t) due to maturing is neglected because
of the small variation in strength as discussed in Chapter 2.

6.6.3 Illustration

The mean degradation functions of the one-way slab subjected to corrosion are presented
in Figure 6.23. Three cases are illustrated; the slab is fully inspected/repaired at tR
= 30 years with Zth = 0.01; at tR = 20, 30, 40, and 50 years with zth = 0.08; or not
inspected/repaired. For comparison, the mean degradation function of a one-way slab
with continuous hydration of cement but without corrosion is also presented. Without
corrosion, the strength of the slab increases about 5 %, while it decreases 17.5 % at 60
years due to corrosion without repair.

The failure probabilities of the one-way slab with mean strength degradation illus-
trated in Figure 6.23 are presented in Figure 6.24 along with the failure probability with
g(t) = 1. Since the latter can be considered as the intended design failure probability,
(e.g., Galambos, et al, 1982; Hwang, et al, 1987) this value would be the target failure
probability for inspection/maintenance strategy if degradation occurs. Since F(40) with-
out repair is smaller than F(40) with g(t) = 1, inspection/repair would not be necessary
if the intended service life is 40 years or less. If the intended service life is 60 years, some
inspections/repairs are required. Both strategies described in Figure 6.24 are feasible
and compatible in terms of failure probability. The selection of the appropriate strategy
depends of the total cost associated with each.

The optimum inspection/repair strategies with given value of m for this slab for tL
= 60 years are presented in Table 6.12 and Figures 6.25(a) and 6.25(b) for full inspec-
tion/repair strategies and in Table 6.13 for partial inspection strategies. It is assumed
that the total cost is evaluated by Eqns.(6.55) - (6.57) with aino " a,ep " C! = 1:5000'104.
The optimum solution for partial inspection strategies for mp = 4 is obtained by solving
several combinations of (rp1 , Atp, aR). The optimum partial inspection is performed
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when mp -- 3;however,the associatedexpectedtotalcostislargerthan thatassoci-
atedwith the optimum fullinspection/repairstrategy.Thus, the optimum strategyis
toperformtwo inspection/repairoperationsat 17.7and 25.0yearswith zts--0.005.

6.7 Summary

The degradationinstrengthofa componentwithrandom damage dependson thedamage
mechanism,frequencyofin-serviceinspection/maintenance,qualityofNDE teclmology
usedininspection,and qualityofrepair.The varianceinthecomponent strengthdegra-
dationissmallevenifthevarianceofindividualdamage intensitiesislarge.Thisresult
suggeststhatitisreasonableto considerthedegradationfunctiontobe deterministic,in
firstapproximation.The degradationfunctionissensitiveto themean damage growth
rateafterinitiationand tothe thresholdofdetectionofthedetectabilityfunction,d(z).
However,itisnot sensitiveto thepreciseshapeofd(x).

Optimum strategiesforinspectionand maintenancecanbe devisedsoastominimize
theexpectedtotalcostwhilemaintainingthe limitstateprobabilityof structuresand
componentsbelow a desiredacceptablethreshold.These strategiesaresensitivetothe
relativecostof inspection,repairand failureas wellas to the shape and rateof the
damage growth model. Near-uniforminspectionintervalsappear to be optimalfora
widerangeofNDE techniquesand inspection,repairand failurecosts.
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Table 6.1: Models Analyzed in Examples

Example Zth,,,,, E[X(40)ITI = 0] l%elative cost Damage growth
aS, o "a,.,p "VI model (cf. Eqn.(6.1))

- 1 0.005 0.05 1:5000:104 Linear (a = 1)
2 0.005 0.05 1:1000:10 T Linear (a = 1)

3 0.005 0.05 1:0:0 Linear (a = 1)

4 0.05 0.05 I 1:5000:104 Linear (a = 1)

5 0.005 0.03 ! 1:5000:104 Linear (a = 1)
6 0.005 0.10 1:5000:104 Linear (a = 1)

7 0.005 0.05 . 1:5000:104 ! Square root (a = 0.5)i

8 0.005 0.05 _ 1:5000:104 Parabolic (a = 2)

Table 6.2: Optimum Solutions for Full Inspection Strategies for Example 1 (Table 6.1)

m F(60) zth tri

(10-4) 1 2 3 4 5_,,

1 4.00 0.005 21.8 ....

2 4.00 0.005 10.8 20.6 - - -

3 4.00 0.005 7.9 13.8 20.3 - -
4 4.00 0.005 5.8 10.3 15.0 20.3 -

5 4.00 0.005 4.1 8.1 12.1 16.1 22.2
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Table 6.3: Optimum Solutions for Full Inspection Strategies for Example 2 (Table 6.1)

m F(60) i Zeh tR,

(1o-')i I 2 3 4 5
1 3.43 !0.005 30.7 ....

2 2.52 I 0.005 20.3 39.6 - - -

3 2.21 i0.005 15.2 29.2 44.0 - -
4 2.05 0.005 12.5 23.7 35.3 47.3 -
5 1.97 i0.005 10.0 18.6 27.5 37.4 48.2

Table 6.4: Optimum Solutions for Full Inspection Strategies for Example 3 (Table 6.1)

m F(60) ! zth tR,
(10-') 1 2 3 4 5

I 4.00 0.023 33.1 ....
2 4.00 0.046 2_.I 45.3 - - -
3 4.00 0.055 26.9 37.3 47.9 - -

4 4.00 0.059 25.5 32.0 40.1 50.5 -
5 4.00 0.062 23.7 30.4 37.3 44.8 52.3

Table 6.5: Optimum Solutions for Full Inspection Strategies for Example 4 (Table 6.1)

m F(60) Z_h tri,
(10-_) 1 2 3 4 5

3 4.00 0.05 22.0 31.1 41.0 - -

4 4.00 0.05 4.0 22.3 31.6 40.9 -
5 4.00 0.05 4.0 8.0 22.1 31.1 41.0
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Table 6.6: Optimum Solutions for Full Inspection Strategies for Example 5 (Table 6.1)

m F(60) _ tri

(1o-4)_ I 2 3
3.950.005L6.5- -

2 3.60i0.00515.39.3-
3.03_6.4 1o.6_5.o

Table6.7:Optimum SolutionsforFullInspectionStrategiesforExample 6 (Table6.1)

m F(60) z_h I tri
(10 -4 ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 4.00 0.005' 12.2 23.5 35.7 ......

4 4.00 0.005 9.8 16.9 24.5 34.9 .....
5 4.00 0.005 6.9 14.2 20.2 27.0 34.5 ....
6 4.00 0.005 5.9 10.8 15.7 21,3 27.4 34,3 - - -

7 4.00 0.005 4.7 8.7 12.9 17.7 22.5 27,4 34.3 - -
8 4.00 0.005 4.0 8.0 12.2 16.2 20.6 25,2 29.6 34.1 -

9 3.47 0.005 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0 36.0
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Table 6.8: Optimum Solutions for Full Inspection Strategies for Example 7 (Table 6.1)

m F(60)i _h tR,
(lO-_) / i 2 3 4 5 s 7 8

2 4.00 0.005 16.3 33.1 ......
3 4.00 0.005 9.4 19.2 29.6 .....

4 4.00 0.005 6.5 13.4 20.7 28.6 ....
5 4.00 0.005 5.0 10.3 15.8 21.9 28.1 - - -
6 4.00 0.005 4.0 8.0 12.2 16.8 21.9 27.8 - -
7 3.93 0.005 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 -
8 3.39 0.005 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 24.0 28.0 32.0

.......

Table 6.9: Optimum Solutions for Full Inspection Strategies for Example 8 (Table 6.1)

m F(60) zth tie_......___._._
(lO-_) i 2 3 4

i 4.00 o.oo5 2i.8 - _ 2
2 3.88 0.005 i4.5 22.i - -
3 3.25 0.005 12.8 18.4 24.7 -
4 2.91 0.005 11.8 16.3 21.2 26.5
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Table 6.10:Optimum SolutionsforPartialInspectionStrategiesforExample 1 (Table

m F(60) z= ! tp," Atp iaai CT Ci,,, C,_ C,F(60)
(I°-_) i . t !

2 4.00 0.005!13.24.010.7113.20 .26 7.94 4.00
3 4.00 0.005 I 9.1 4.0 i 0.6, 11.48 1.94 5.54 4.004" 4.00 0.005! 5.8 4.0 0.5!11.36 2.18 5.18 4.00

Full 4.00 - i - - i - !11.45 2.71 4.74 4.00
" Optin_um partialinspectionpolicy

Table6.11"Engineerin£Propertiesof One-Way Slab

Width, b 30 ft
Span,f 30 ft

d 10hl

Height,h II in
Concretecover, I in

Diameterofreinforc_.,Lgbar,D i 3/4 in

Distancebetweenreinforcingbars,s i 4 in
fc_ , 4000 psi

fv i60 ksi(Grade 60)
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Table6.12:Optimum SolutionsforFullInspectionStrategiesforOne-Way Slab

m F(60) zth tri
(10-4) 1 2 3 4

1 1.50 0.005 ' 25.5 '- ' - _ -
2 1.50 0.005 17.7 25.0 - -

3 1.43 0.007 15.5 20.5 26.0 -
4 1.15 0.007 15.1 19.3 24.2 29.9

,.,

Table6.13'Optimum SolutionsforPartialT_uspectionStrategiesforOne-Way Slab

m F(60) zcr tp_ Atp cir CT Ci_. Crep CyF(60)

(!0-')
2 1.50 0.005 19'.'2 4.0 0.84 4.35 1.47 1.36 1-_50
3" 1.50 0.005 15.5 4.0 0.77 4.29 1.96 0.83 1.50
4 1.49 0.005 12.0 4.0 0.70 4.44 2.10 0.84 1.49
Fttu 1.50 - - ' - ' 4.09 1.8i 0.78 1.50
" Optimum partialinspectionpolicy
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and
Recommendations

This report has described a methodology to facilitate quantitative assessments of current
and future structural reliability and performance of concrete structures in NPPs, taking
into account those aging effects that might diminish their ability to withstand future
extreme events.

Chapter 2 reviewed common degradation mechanisms affecting concrete and re-
inforcement. Environmental factors that may have a significant effect on the time-
dependent reliability of concrete structures and should be considered in the reliability
analysis were identified.

Chapter 3 summarized data gathered in previous work (Ellingwood and Mori, 1992)
to describe statistically loads acting on concrete structures and the structural resistance
in common limit states.

Chapter 4 presented the basic concepts for time-dependent reliability assessment of
a single component. Time-dependent strength models were convolved with the stochas-
tic load models to determine limit state probabilities and hazard functions (conditional
failure rates) for a period of 60 years. The sensitivity of the reliability to various param-
eters describing load occurrence and strength degradation was illustrated using simple
examples. The modeling of loads that vary in time and the mean value of the degra-
dation function describing the change in strength in time have a significant impact on
time-dependent reliability. The variability in dead load and in degradation function
have a less significant effect and can be neglected for practical purposes. The limit state
probability and hazard functions both show a relatively sharp increase in magnitude
shortly after 40 years. This suggests that in an aggressive environment, evidence of past
acceptable performance may not be sui_cient to ensure future acceptable performance.
Periodic inspection may be required to ensure acceptable performance in the future.

In Chapter 5, the evaluation of time-dependent reliability of single components was
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extended to a system of components. An adaptive Monte Carlo simulation procedure
combined with conditional expectation was developed. Parametric analyses showed that
the time-dependent system reliability is sensitive to the choice of mean initial component
strength, mean strength degradation rate, and general stochastic characteristics of the
time varying load. Less sensitivity was shown to dependence in component strengths
within a system. The presence of "critical" components within the system controls the
system reliability, and the dimension of the reliability analysis can be reduced if such
components can be identified prior to the analysis. Similar results have been obtained
in a dif[_rentcontextinseismicPI_A and margin studies.

The roleofin-serviceinspectionand maintenanceon time-dependentreliabilitywas
addressedin Chapter 6. The qualityof an inspectionisdescribedby a detectability
function,d(z). The distributionfunctionof damage intensityafteran inspectionand
repairisupdated usinga Bayesiananalysis.With thisposteriordistribution,thetime-
dependentstrengthaftertheinspectionand repaircan be alsoevaluated.Using this
informationcombined withtime-dependentreliabilityanalysisdevelopedin Chapters4
and 5,changesinthefailureprobabilityofthecomponent can be evaluatedforarbitrary
inspectionintervalsand NDE detectioncapabilities.

The effectsof in-serviceinspectionand maintenanceon time-dependentreliability
analysiswere illustratedusingidealizeddamage detectionand repairfunctions.Quan-
titativeinformationaboutdamage growth suchasthemean rateofcorrosion,themean
rateofreductionofstrengthdue tosulfateattack,etc.isrequiredinordertoimplement
themethod fully.The degradationfunctionissensitiveto thethresholdofdetectionof
thedetectabilityfunction,d(z),but nottoitspreciseshape.In otherwords,a stepfunc-
tiondescribingthe abilityofan NDE method to detectdamage ofparticularsizemay
be suf_cientto model theeffectofNDE on strengthdegradation.Generaldetectability
functionsmay not be availableforuse in concretestructuresbecauseof a shortageof
experimentaldata. However,itmay be possibleto model a stepdetectabilityfunction
foreach NDE technologybased on currentknowledge,sinceallthatisrequiredisa
detectionthreshold.

Optimum strategiesforinspectionand maintenancewere devisedthatminimizethe
futurecostmaintainingthelimitstateprobabilityofstructuresand components below
a desiredacceptablethreshold.These strategiesaresensitiveto the relativecostof
inspection,repairand failureaswellastotherateofdegradation.In orderto designan
optimum inspectionstrategy,additionalinformationaboutthecostofinspection,repair
and failureisrequired.However,itwas found thatwhen thecostoffailureishigherby
order(s)of magnitude than the costofinspectionorrepair,asitisin NPP structures,
a near-optimalpolicyisto inspectat near uniform intervalsof time throughoutthe
projectedservicelifeor servicelifeextension.

Severalareas for futurework wereidentified.They include:

I. SupportingData - Time-dependentreliabilityanalysisprovidesa quantitative
framework forconditionassessmentof concretestructures.The methodology is
data-intensivein comparisonto the subjectiveratingproceduresthat oftenare
used in thein-serviceevaluationofordinarycivilstructures.Implementationand
extensionofthe method to realisticconditionassessmentisdifficultdue to a lack
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of supporting quantitative data on strength degradation models, including initi-
ation and rate of damage growth, the mean occurrence rate of load events and
c.d.f of the intensity of time-varying loads. The threshold value of defect detec-
tion associated with each NDE method must be identified to evaluate the effect

of inspection/repair on structural failure probability. Information about relative
cost of inspection, repair and losses due to failure is required to design an opti-
mum inspection strategy. It is hoped that the availability of this methodology will
motivate the development of the necessary supporting data.

2. Interactions between Degradation Mechanisms - A structural component may de-
grade due to more than one environmental factor. In such a case, a damage model
reflecting the interactions between degradation mechanisms must be developed.
With such a model combined with time-dependent reliability analysis developed in
this study, the failure probability of a component can be evaluated.

3. Verification- The reliability models established for condition assessment should be
validated through application to laboratory and prototypical structures, hl labo-
ratory tests, the effects of environmental factors can be evaluated under controlled
conditions. Selecting an existing structure with available design documentation as
a prototype, the analysis should be rra1 forward to the present time and the cur-
rent predicted condition should be compared with the estimate of actual present
condition. The results can be utilized to modify the theoretical models.

4. User-Oriented Guideline - The condition assessment and life prediction methodol-
ogy may not be suitable for routine use in practice without simplification. User-
oriented requirements and guidelines for in-service evaluation of concrete structures
should be developed.
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